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Abstract

Distributed Object-Based Systems (DOBSs) are an area of intense research in both the

academic and applied research environments. A DOBS adds the benefit of distributed

computing and the capability of object models for abstracting and manipulating infor-

mation to provide a powerful envitonment for distributed processing. Application perfor-

mance and processing cost in a DOBS are greatly influenced by communication overhead

involved in accessing nonlocal data and making remote method invocations. Effcient dis-

tribution design is mandatory to ensure optimal performance of the distributed system

at minimum cost. Distribution design in DOBS involves fragmentation of the objectbase

and allocation of the resulting class fragments between the nodes of the network.

A top-down approach is adopted for the distribution design for a DOBS and it is

assumed that the global 'conceptual schema is partitioned into a set of class fragments.

The focus of this dissertation is the design of a scheme for allocating the fragments

between the sites of the network subject to a set of constraints.

A general allocation taxonomy is defined and different DOBS allocation models

are identified based on their data model, degree of redundancv, and design objective. A
static nonredundant cost medel for DOBS is formulated and two different approaches

are presented for the proposed model. Allocation algorithms are designed based on the

two approaches that use heuristic technique to obtain a nea optimal allocation from an

initial solution. The algorithms are implemented and test results are analyzed to obtain a
comparative study of the performance of the two approaches and to obtain useful insights

for DOBS allocation.

lv
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1-. L Overview

Optimal distribution of data and programs across a computer network is a major design

problem that directly impacts performance. An optimal distribution design enhances

application performance by reducing communication overhead due to references to non-

local programs or data in a cost efficient way. Distribution design involves two logical
steps: (t) fragmentation and (2) allocation. Fragmentation refers to clustering pïograms

and data into groups ot "fragments" based on locality of accessexhibited by application

access behavior. ThJresulting fragments are distributed across the netrvork using an

allocation scheme. The problem of allocation has been examined for distributed f,le sys-

tems (DFS) [LL83, GS90, Wah84, Chu69, DF82] and for distributed (relational) darabase

systems (DDBS) ¡ÖVSt, cpg4, MR76, cygg, Apegg, cNw83]. The addirional comptex_

ity in the distribution design int¡oduced by the object model has only recently been

investigated with no results appearing that address the speciflc problem of allocation in
Distributed Objectbase System. Benefits obtained from an optimal allocation scheme in a
distributed system include:

a



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Placing fragments "close to" the site where they are used results in significant

reduction in communication cost due to intersite communication across the network.

lVfinimizing network communication also reduces network delay which enhances

system performance (ie. throughput and response time).

Level of concutrency can be increased by allorving fragment replication rvhich in

turn improves throughput and response time. Further, copies of fragments placed

at different sites improves fragment availability and system reìiability.

o Using some load balancing techniques, utilization of shared resources (eg. proces-

sors' communication channels, I/O devices etc.) can be improved and congestion

avoided or minimized by distributing the "load" across the network.

An obiectbøse is a collection of objects grouped into a finite number of classes.

Objects with common attributes and methods belong to the the same class. Encapsulation

bundles together attributes (data values) and the methods (procedures) that manipulate

them. Inheritance allows reuse and incremental redefinition of new classes in terms of
existing ones. A distributed objectbase system (DOBS) is a collection of local objectbases

located at different local sites, interconnected by a communication network IEB94].

With the broad objective of providing an optimal distribution design for a persistent

DOBS storage, this research contributes in the following ways:

1. Provides a classificatioo of ailocation models for diferent distributed systems based

on an allocation taxonomy and identifies the characteristic features of the a,llocation

models in DOBS.

2. Formulates a static nonredundant cost model for DOBS allocation and presents

trvo different approaches for designing an optimal allocation in a DOBS. While the

graphical approach is based on a heuristic graph partitioning technique, the other

approach uses simulated annealing as the optimizing scheme.
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Figure 1.1: DOBS Architecture (Adapred from [OV91])

Provides algorithms for both the approaches and reports the results obtained by

them.

Presents a comparative anaJysis of the two approaches based on the results obtained

by application of the proposed algorithms on a simulated DOBS prototype.

L.2 The DOBS Architecture

This section outiines the distributed system architecture that defines the environment for
which the DOBS allocation models are designed.

A distributed objectbase system (DOBS) is a collection of local objectbases, one at
every site. The sites are interconnected by a communication network. At every site the
local conceptual schema (LCS) defines the logical organization of class objects used by
applications executing at local sites. Each LCS 1s mapped to a logical internal schema

(Lß) which deflnes the physical organization of class objects stored at local site. The

3.

4.
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Figure 1.2: Functional components of a DOBMS (Adapted from [ov91])

global objectbase, **n is t-he aggregation of all local objectbases, is defined by a global

conceptual schema. Applications executing at every local site view the organization of
class objects as defined by the external schema at that site. The DOBS architecture is
summarized in Figure 1.1.

A global di'rectory (GD) provides global mapping between different organizational

views of class objects distributed across the network and provides location transparency

to applications. The primary functional components of the distributed objectbase man-

agement system (DOBIVIS) are shown in Figure 1.2 [EBg4].

Entemrise
Adminibtrator

Global
Conceptual Schema

Processor

-Application -
Sy^stem admin

Local Object
Management
with local OB

administrator

Local Object
Management
with local OB
administrator



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The following assumptions frame this research effort:

o The objectbase is partitioned into a finite set of class fragments. Each fragment has

a finite size which is the sum of the sizes of its constituent objects/attributes/methods.

The class fragments are generated by applying some fragmentation scheme to every

class in the objectbase. The fragmentation scheme considers the application access

pattern of the objectbase to cluster those object instances/attributes/methods to-

gether that exhibit high affinity with respect to application access. The proposed

aJlocation algorithms are independent of fragmentation type (horizontall, vertical2,

or hybrid3).

o The fragmentation algorithm that generates class fragments is correct so the class

fragments are disjoint, complete, and reconstructible IEBgg].

o The distributed environment is homogeneous with respect to data models for the

local objectbases.

sage passing. The network topology and the routing scheme do not change with
time.

o The set of applications executing at different nodes of the distributed system does

not change with-time

o Applications do not mlgrate between sites and the frequency of executing any ap-

plication at any particular site is constant.

o Application behavior does not change with time and therefore information obtained

f¡om the static analysis of the objectbase during the fragmentation stage of distri-
bution design is valid input to the allocation process.

1 Horizontal fragments are generated by partitioning the set of instance objects of a class.
2Vertical fragments are generated by partitioning the set of att¡ibutes and methods of a class.
3Hybrid fragments are the ¡esult of application of horizontal and vertical fragmentation in any order.
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A static objectbase environment is assumed. Therefore, class fragments or class

objects do not migrate between classes or between sites and no new class is added

or any existing class deleted.

There exists a global object directory that locates objects referenced by user re-

quests.

1.2.L The Object Model

The objectbase is a colLection of encapsulated objects. An object contains a set (possibly

empty) of attributes (data values) that defines its state and a set (possibly empty) of
methodsa (procedures) to access and manipulate them. The attributes and. methods

are bundled together to form an encapsulated object. Any access to the attributes of
an object is permitted only by executing any of the public methods belonging to that
object. Objects are grouped into classes. Objects belonging to a class have in common

all attributes and methods defined for that class. Inheritance allows object in ,,different"

classes to share methods. Thus 'subclasses' are generated by inheriting attributes and/or
methods from one or more (in the case of multiple inheritance) of other classes (called

superclasses). However, a subclass may contain additional attributes and methods that
ate not inherited from any other class. The overall inheritance hierarchy ofthe objectbase

is captured in a class-latticewith a'toot class'as the ancestor of every other class. Each

class has a class identiûer Ci'rl and every object has a globally unique object identifier Oid.

A class is represented as a 4-tuple < cid,A,M,.r >, where cid, is the class identifier,
,4 and M ate the set of attributes and the set of methods defined for the class and ,I
is the set of instance objects belonging to the class. A class object is represented as

< Cid,Oid,A,M ), where Cidis the class identifier of the class containing the object,

Oid is the giobally unique object identifler, A is the set of instance attributes and M
is the set of methods defined for the containing class. The set of methods are the only

aMethods are also known as behaviors.
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means to access and manipulate the attribute instancess.

The objectbase is partitioned into a set of class fragments by a fragmentation

scheme. The fragmentation algorithm is applied to every class of the objectbase to gen-

erate "class fragments" fo¡ that class [EBg3, EB94]. The fragments generated are correct

with respect to disjointness, completeness, and reconstructibility. However, the type of
fragmentation applied is orthogonal to the allocation problem.

Therefore, the research problem addressed in this dissertation can be stated. as:

Given a set of class fragments of finite size, a communication network with interconnected

nodes, each having its own storage capacity and processing power and a set of applications

executing at different sites, design an allocation scheme for optimally distributing the

fragments between the nodes of the network so that the operating cost is minimum and

performance requirements are met.

1.3 Motivation

The problem of allocation has been addressed for distributed file systems [LL8B, GSgg,

Wah84, Chu69, DF82] and distributed relational database systems ¡öVSf, Cp84, lvfR76,

CY89, Ape88, CNW83]. Previous research work demonstrating the difficulties in obtain-

ing an optimal allocation leads to computational intractable solutions [Esw74]. The prob-

iem is formulated as a 0/1 integer programming problem which is NP Complete [GJZ9].
"Near optimal" solutions are obtained in most cases by applying heuristic techniques

based on the nature of the speciûc problem.

Distributed file system solutions are not applicable in distributed database envi-

ronment because the data is more tightly integrated and is managed. by a single system

responsible for the entire database. File allocation means individual files are indepen-

dent units of distribution. Applications do not see strong relationships between files so

5This definition is adapred from [8894].
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modeling the applications' behavior in a distributed file system is comparatively simple.

A file access in a distributed environment refers to either a ¡emote access or a local

read/write depending on the location of the file. Therefore, the allocation model only

considers accesses to a single file so multi-file accesses required in a distributed database

are ignored (consider, for example, a relational join). Therefore, files are allocated in-

dependently so only resource and performance constraints need to be considered in the

model.

Database and object-oriented systems introduce additional complexity. Since rela-

tional database system transactions often involves operations on several relations, possibly

located at diferent sites, the modeling of applìcation behavior is more complex. Appli-
cation behavior is typically modeled by determining the portions of the data accessed

together. This behavior is reflected in the formatior- of fragmenús where data are closely

afrned6. Fragmentation can occur horizontally (collecting together groups of tuples ac-

cessed together), vertically (collecting together attributes that are accessed together), or

hybrid (applying horizontal and vertical fragmentation) [övst, EBgg, EBg4].

Object-oriented system are more complex because of the inherent relationships be-

tween objects. The object data model is capable of capturing relationships of arbitrary
complexity so modeling their relationships and interactions is very difrcult. Further, the

problem lies in the class of NP hardz problems having runtime complexity analogous to

the file allocation problem or-the database allocation problem. Kariapalem, Navathe an¿

Morsi [KNM92] identify the difference between the relational and the object-oriented. en-

vironment in terms of interactions between data and methods. In a distributed d.atabase,

the data and programs that access them are disjoint so the allocation scheme applies to
data only. An object-oriented envitonment must account for the encapsulation of methods

and the data referenced, so method invocation plays a major role in allocating objects.

d/orfrequencythatanapplicationwi]lrefe¡encetwoattributes
or tuples.

7An optimization problem is NP hard if its corresponding decision problem is Np Complete.
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Figure 1.3: A Taxonomy for Allocation Models

1 _:ì Hence, the allocation problem needs to address the placement of data and method úo-

gether- Moteover, as a method in one object can invoke another method in the same or
a different object, the dependencies between methods must also be considered.

The distributed object model must consider all relevant constraints to achieve a

complete solution to the allocation problem.

L.4 A Taxonomy for Allocation

This section defines a taxonomy of allocation models for distributed systems that support

persistence. The taxonomy illustrated in Figure 1.3 identifies the issues considered when

analyzing allocation schemes in a distributed system and provides a guideline for classi-

fying different allocation models. The characterizing parameters of an allocation model

are: (1) type of data model, (2) degree of redundancy and (3) design objective. A brief
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description of the scope of each of these parameters and their influence in the allocation

design is presented below.

o Type of Data Model: A data model defines the data structures and the operations

to be performed on them. Design of an allocation scheme is driven by the way data

entities are structured and the way they are accessed. by appìications. While de-

signing a distributed system, a particular data model is selected as the ,best choice'

with respect to intended operations to be performed on data. Therefore, appìjcation

behavior information is inherently captured in the selected data model. The goal

of an allocation scheme is to distribute data and programs to facilitate application

execution. Thus a strong relationship exists between an allocation model and the

data model for which it is designed. Distributed systems can be classified based on

the data model as (1) distributed file system (DFS), (2) distributed database (rela-

tional) system (DDBS) and (3) distributed objectbase system (DOBS). Accordingly,

the allocation problems are classified as ûle allocation problem (FAP), database al-

location problem (DAP) and object allocation problem (OAP), respectively. Due

to differences in underlying data model, soiutions for one class of allocation prob-

lems are not extensible to another class. This calls for designing different aJlocation

models for each of the above types of distributed systems.

Degree of Redundancy: Two important parameters for the distribution design are:

(1) the distribution unit or granularity of distribution and (2) the degree of redun-

dancy. The granularity of distribution is normaliy determined by the data model

(in case of DFS) or by the fragmentation scheme that precedes allocation in the

distribution design. Given the unit of distribution, the degree of redundancy has a

significant influence in the allocation model design. Introducing additional copies

or replicas of individual data units increases data availability and fault tolerance.

On the other hand, multiple copies occupy more storage space rvhich is a limited

resource in a distributed system. Moreover, the cost of performing updates in-

10
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creases linearly [C,{80] with the number of copies maintained. A judicial trade-off

is required to decide the optimal number of copies of each data unit to maintain.

The complexity of the distribution design will depend on the degree of replication.

While read-only queries can be served by the "nearest available" copy of the re-

quested data thereby reducing response time, maintaining consistency between all

copies introduces substantial overhead. For fully replicated systems, where every

data item is replicated at every site, the solution to the distribution design problem

is trivial. If we restrict to only a single copy of every data unit, the solution to the

allocation problem is, though not trivial, simple compared to the same in a system

with partial replication. Determining the optimal number of copies of each data

becomes an additional issue in case of partially replicated allocation.

o Design Objective: Allocation design is a combinatorial optimization problem with a

specific objective function that is subjected to maximization or minimization with

respect to a set of constraints. The decision variables in the allocation problem

correspond to allocation decisions made for each 'data unit of allocation'. Formu-

lation of the objective function determines the nature of the optimization model.

An allocation model can be formulated with the goal of obtaining a 'minimum cost'

allocation. Alternatively, the allocation model may be designed to achieve optimal

performance. Accordingly, the allocation modeis are classified as 'cost models' or

'performance nlodels'. In cost models, the objective function is formulated with

various cost factort ("g. communication cost, storage cost, processing cost eúc.)

involved in allocation and the overali cost is subjected to minimization with respect

to a set of constraints, to obtain an optimal allocation scheme. In cost models, per-

formance issues are either ignored or they are included in the model as constraints.

The performance model performs optimization on a set of performance metrics (eg.

throughput' response time, eúc.) to arrive at an allocation scheme that meets the

upper bound for cost. Ideally, an optimal allocation should meet both cost and

performance requirements simultaneously. The corresponding allocation model is

11
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referred to as 'cost & performance model'in

72

the taxonomy illustrated in Figure 1.3.

1-.5 Organization of The Document

The rest of the document is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 a review of background and

related work on allocation in distributed systems is provided. Two alternative approaches

are taken for solving the allocation problem in DOBS with a nonredundant cost model.

Chapter 3 formally describes the DOBS allocation model and presents an allocation

algorithm for it based on a graphical approach while solution technique using simulated

annealing for the proposed model is described in Chapter 4. The results obtained by

applying these algorithms on a carefully generated test data that represents a DOBS

prototype are presented in Chapter 5 with a comparative analysis of the performances of
the two approaches. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the contribution of this research and

outlines future research directions.



Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter reviews work on distribution design and allocation in different distributed

environments including distributed file systems (DFS), distributed database systems

(DDBS) and distributed objectbase systems (DOBS). Section 2.1 summarizes contri-

butions made by researchers to the File Allocation Problem (FAP). Section 2.2 presents

a review of the previous work on Database Allocation Problem (DAP) and Section 2.3

discusses related work in distribution design for distributed objectbase systems (DOBS).

This chapter concludes with a brief overview of distribution design methodologies adopted

in existing distributed systems.

2.L Previou" worL on File Allocation problem (FAp)

This section reviews contributions to the file allocation problem. The problem of dis-

tributing data files across the nodes of a network is known as File Allocation problem

(FAP). The file aliocation problem has been studied extensively in the literature. Several

approaches have been proposed to obtain an optimal solution under different assumptions

and with different objectives. Generally the problem is formulated. as a combinatorial op-

timization problem that distributes files with respect to an objective function subject to

13
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a set of constraints. The objective function and constraints are defined as functions of
'decision variables' associated with possible allocation of each file at any of the network

sites. Standard optimization techniques (eg. integer programming, dynamic program-

ming, ünear programming, etc.) for solving problems in operations research are appììed.

The models proposed difer in their measure of optimality and the set of constraints

appl-ied.

Based on the type of objective functi<in, they can be broadly classified using the pro-

posed taxonomy as FAP cost models and FAP performance mod,els. Resea¡chers present

various models in which the objective function is formulated. as a "cost function,' that
includes different cost parameters such as storage cost, communication cost, query and

update cost. The FAP is formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem that at-

tempts to minimize the cost function. Alternatively, algorithms that find an optimal
file assignment for optimizing certain performance measure (eg. file availabiüty, delay,

response time, throughput efc.) have been investigated. The problem is formulated as

a performance optimization problem with a "performance model". Since it is possible

theoretically to make the objective function as comprehensive as possible, optimal solu-

tions to the allocation problems modeled as a combinatorial optimization problems, if
obtained, would be very accurate. Unfortunately, previous attempts in this area demon-

strate that soiution techniques for these optimization problems with a large number of
decision variables arelrohibitively costly and computationaily intractable for large prob-

Iems. Therefore, heuristic ap-proaches are adopted to obtain "near optimal,' solutions.

This section first reviews the FAP/cost models and then details the FAp/performance

models.

2.L.1 FAP/Cost Model

This section summarizes tesearch where the file allocation problem is seen as a minimiza-

tion of the operating cost represented by a cost function. The FAP/cost models proposed

I4
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differ in the formulation of the objective function and the set of constraints applied. Both
redundant and nonredundant FAP/cost models are presented. An overview of nonredun-

dant cost models for FAP is presented and the FAP/cost models that consider placement

of multiple copies of each file over a distributed network are described in brief.

FAP Cost Model/Nonredundant Allocation

The nonredundant (single copy) file allocation problem has not been addressed explicitly
in literature. Instead, the FAP is formulated as a general multiple copy flle allocation

problem thereby treating nonredundant allocation as a special case where the number of
file copies is one.

FAP Cost Model/Replicated Allocation

Casey [Cas72] and Wah [Wah8a] present algorithms for allocating multiple copies of a
single file in a distributed network. It is assumed that the files are accessed independently

and therefore the solution technique for single flle a,llocation can be applied independently

to each fiie in succession to solve the multiple file allocation problem.

Casey lCas7z) determines the optimal number of copies of a single file that should

be placed in a network. The objective function includes storage and communication costs

for queries and updaÏõs. A "cost graph" model is developed that applies efrcient graph

search techniques tofind tháglobally optimal, least cost solution from the set of feasible

solutions- If query and update communication costs are equal, this approach gives an

upper bound for the number of file copies as a function of query and update traffic. The

allocation model is not subjected to any constraint. Eswaran [Esw7 ] shows that Casey's

formulation is NP-Complete. One important contribution of Casey's model is that it
distinguishes query and update traffc.

Wah [Wah84] reasons that an optimal design must solve the allocation problem by

considering query processing, concurrency control, and communication network design

15
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since there is tight functional coupling between them. Wah shows an isomorphism be-

tween FAP with the warehouse location problem in operations research (OR) and suggests

that OR solution techniques for solving the warehouse location problem can be applied

to FAP models. A FAP model is developed that demonstrates the application of the

"branch and bound method" to obtain an optimal allocation. The allocation problem is

formulated as an optimization problem to minimize storage, update, and query cost. All
feasible solutions are successively partitioned into smaller and smaller subsets. At every

step, newly created subsets are rejected if their lower bounds Iie above the least upper

bound of all subsets created so far and branching continues only on promising subsets

until an optimal solution is found.

Chu [Chu69] considers the problem of allocating multiple copies of each flle in a
fully connected network. The number of copies of each file must be known. Communi-

cation traffic between any two nodes of the network is modeled as an M/D/1 queuing

process. The FAP is formulated as 0/1 integer programming problem where the deci-

sion variables account for possible placement decisions for each file. The objective is to
minimize storage and communication costs subject to storage capacity and response time

constraints. The resulting nonlinear problem is transformed to linear form by adding an

additional constraint for each nonlinear term appearing in the objective function and in
the initial constraints. Standard techniques for solving linear 0/1 programming problem

are suggested to obtãin optimal solution. Two contributions of this modei are inclu-

sion of file availability constlaint and the response time constraint to account for system

performance.

Levin and Morgan [tM77] present a FAP model that captures the interaction be-

trveen the data files and programs that access them. Their model distinguishes between

three different types of nodes: (1) the "user node", (2) the node originating file requests,

and (3) the node containing the data file to be accessed. Query and update traffic are

handled differently. A nonlnear 0/1 programming problem is formulated to minimize

storage cost for data files and programs, and communication cost. Communication cost

16
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accounts for interactions between users, programs originating file accesses, and data fiIes.

Instead of transforming it to a linear problem, the storage cost for programs are assumed

to be negligible compared to that for the data flles so the multiple file allocation problem

is decomposed into anumber of individual file minimization problems that can be solved

for each file independently using an efficient graph search technique. A common draw-

back of all the file allocation models discussed so far is that each individual file allocation

is considered independently and the impact of interactions between the files is ignored.

Treating each file separately for allocation does not capture the compiexity introduced by

the interlinked flles and therefore, does not lead to a globally optimal solution ICNWS3].

Since solution to the FAP formulated as an integer programming problem is compu-

tationally cumbersome, Chandy [CH76] suggests an indirect approach to obtain a ,,near

optimal" solution. The integer constraint corresponding to nondivisibility of file copies

is dropped to formulate a linear programming problem (tPP) so standard Lpp solution

techniques may be applied. Solutions obtained from the LPP serves as a lower bound for
the original FAP. An upper bound may be obtained by applying heuristics. An ,,add-drop

method" is the heuristic employed where file copies are added and deleted in iterative

steps to arrive at a least-cost allocation. It is argued that if the cost difference between the

two bounds is insignificant, any further effort for a better solution may not be worthwhile.

Laning and Leonard [Lt83] present a frle allocation scheme for multiple copies

of files in a store-and-forward network with adaptive routing. The proposed FAp cost

model attempts to obtain an allocation for copies of files that minimizes storage and

communication cost. The constraints are file availability and average message delay.

The upper bound for the optimal number of copies for each file is determined based on

information provided by the user. The allocation algorithm is a two step process. First,

the set of initial candidate solutions, one for each file, is generated by solving the p-med.ian

problem for each file independently. A solution to the p-med.ian problem gives optimal

locations for p copies of a flle in the network so that the sum of all .,shortest distances,'

from the fiIe locations to other nodes of the network is minimum. Solutions are obtained

17
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for each possible value of 'p' (where p is the number of file copies) and the minimum cost

solution is selected. The candidate solutions are then subjected to the constraints of file
availabilìty and network delay. If the file availability constraint is violated, the number

of copies is changed to satisfy the constraint and the corresponding p-median solution

is obtained again for the new p value and the process is repeated until the constraint is

met for all the files. Due to nondeterministic factors such as fl.ow control and adaptive

routing, it is impossible to perform a closed form analysis on the candidate placements

to estimate network delay. Discrete event simulation techniques are employed to ensure

that the solution is acceptable with respect to the performance constraints.

Mahmoud and Riordon [MR76] present a cost model for optimal file aliocation

and capacity assignment of communication links in a distributed information network.

The objective function subjected to minimization, includes communication cost and file

storage cost. The constraints are based on required response time and file availability.

Storage capacity at every site is ignored. A two-step solution technique is suggested.

The "starting routine" finds the minimum number of fiie copies for each file that meets

the availability constraint. For every flle, a set of all possibie allocations of its copies is

constructed. The set of initial allocations is obtained by taking the cartesian product

of all such sets for all files. Therefore, the set of initial allocations contains all possible

distributions for the required number of fiie copies. The "optimizing routine" subjects

the initial feasible toätion. to an iterative process where ûle copies are added or deieted

at different nodes of the nãtwork while preserving solution feasibility. The iteration
terminates when no addition or deletion improves the value of the cost function. One

"local optimal allocation" is obtained for each initial feasible solution by applying the

optimizing routine.' It is hypothesized that at least one of the local optimal solutions is

close to a global optimal solution.

Ghosh, Murthy eú ø/. [GMM92]present FAP/cost models that meet the performance

requirements of the applications. They reason that the response time constraints are

different for different types of queries. Therefore, communication delay must be analyzed

18
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on a query by query basis and different acceptable levels of delay must be defined as

constraints for each online query. Programs are assumed to be replicated at every site and

queries are distinguished from updates. It is assumed that queries are processed onüne

and the updates are processed in batch. Therefore, updates do not contribute to the

"peak-hour network traffi.c". Two FAP/cost models are proposed. The cost functions for

both the models include storage and communication costs. The cost function is subjected

to minimization with respect to the constraints of communication delay, communication

link capacity, and storage capacity at each individual site. The "worst case delay model,'

(FAP-WCD) attempts to find an allocation that meets the "worst case delay" constraint

with minimum cost. A0/I integer programming problem is formulated and the branch

and bound method is employed. Lagrangian relaxation method is used to obtain iower

bounds on each candidate subproblem while upper bounds are obtained using heuristics.

For a given allocation, the 'worst case delay' is constant between any pair of nodes,

but the average delay is a function of traffic flow which in turn depends on the frle
distribution. The circularity of the problem makes the analysis of average delay in a

distributed file system more difficutt. A FAP/cost model for "average delay" (FAP-AD)
is proposed. Their heuristic procedure has two components: the "optimizer', and the
¿'simulator". The optimizer obtains the lower bounds on the optimal solution. The

"simulator" simulates the operation of a packet switched network and, for a given query

routing strategy, estimates the traffic on the network for each file access.

2.L.2 FAP/Performance Model

This section summarizes file allocation models whose objective functions seek to optimize

some performance measure of the distributed system. First FAP/Performance models for

nonredundant allocation are presented followed by models with multiple file copies.
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FAP Performance Model/Single File copy

Ramamoorthy et al. lRCT}l, Arora IAG7B], Hughes [HM73], Chen [Che73] and Klein-

rock [Kle76] present schemes for nonredundant aliocation of single copies of every flle in

a distributed system. Ramamoorthy et ø/. [RC70] shows that the fiie allocation problem

can be solved for minimum file access time using known results from memory hierarchy

research, under certain assumptions. Files are assumed to be divisible and. access times

linear functions of the number of blocks accessed while ignoring queuing delays and com-

munication overheads. Only one node generates all flle requests so other nodes behave as

file stores analogous to memory units in a multilevel memory hierarchy system.

Arora [4G73] extends the model to include execution time, access time, and trans-

fer time (in case of remote access) in the objective function. The assumption that a single

node is the source of all file requests is also relaxed. The resulting linear optimization
problem is solved using standard technique for solving transportation problems in Oper-

ations Research [Had63]. An alternative approach is suggested that attempts to find an

allocation under a response time constraint using an iterative method.

Queuing network models are presented to account for queuing delays. The general

approach adopted to solve the frle allocation problems with queuing models is to divide

the problem into trvo subproblems. First, the optimal distribution of file requests to
all nodes are obtainèã analytically from the queuing model of the network. The second

subproblem is to obtain anãlocation that realjzes the distribution.

Chen [Che73], Buzen [8v77), Hughes [HM73] and Piepmeir [Pie75] present file allo-

cation schemes using queuing models for a client/server network. A closed queuing model

of a central server (star) network is considered by Buzen [Bv7l] and Hughes [HN1Z3]

where a constant degree of multiprogramming ensures a constant number of flle requests

in the network. The objective function is system throughput which is subjected to max-

imization. Only general guideììnes are provided to accomplish the file allocation heuris-

tically.
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Chen [Che73] formulates a queuing model for an open central server network. File
request frequencies and execution times are assumed to be exponentially distributed and

standard results for M/M/7 queue are applied to obtain frle request distributions that
minimizes average response time. While allocating the files to match the distribution
exactly, files are assumed to be divisible and nodal capacity constraints are ignored.

Buzen [8G74] and Piepmeir [Pie75] extend these results to an NIIG/t queuing model.

For general topological networks, both the problem of finding optimal file request

distribution and the allocation scheme to realize it become nontrivial. This is because

the file request distribution depends on the location of the files and vice versa, thereby

introducing circularity into the problem.

Kleinrock [Kle76] suggests an iterative technique that finds near optimal file alloca-

tion for an open general topological network starting from a "guess aJlocation', used. as an

initial file assignment. For given link capacities and file request frequencies the objective

is to minimize frle response time.

If flles cannot be split, exact matching of the request distribution poses additional
difficulty and makes the problem nonlinear. The nonlinearity property implies that a

heuristic technique must be employed to find a near-optimal solution. Several heuristic

methods [F876] and nonlnear programming techniques [FDA81, JFKTB] are suggested.

The appearance-of too many decision variables and the circular dependency between

placement decisions and thrdistribution of request traffic at the nodes cause difficulty
in formulating a closed fo¡m mathematical model for FAP based on queuing model.

Therefore, this approach is not adopted in later work on FAp.

FAP/Performance Model/Multiple File copy

This section provides an ovetview of file allocation models with multiple copies of every

file to achieve optimal performance based on a performance measure. Therefore, the
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objective of these models is twofold: determine optimai number of copies of each file and

seek an optimal assignment for them.

Jones [JFI{78] presents a goal-programminglformulation of the allocation problem

that minimizes operating and storage costs of all the file copies subject to a capacity

constraint. Overhead involved in performing update operation with multiple copies is

considered. Since the file access time for a file request depends on the volume of data

to be accessed and the file assignment, the file request service time is dependent on file
distribution itself. This circularity makes the analysis more complex. An iterative method

is suggested that improves an initiai allocation in each step.

2.2 Previous work on Database Allocation problem (DAp)

This section provides a summa y of allocation models proposed for distributed relational

database systems. While some of the models intend to minimize the operating cost, the

objective of the performance models is to reduce response time and/or improve through-

put.

2.2.L DAP /Cost Model

This section reviews îh-e cost models proposed for the database allocation problem (DAp)
based on the taxonomy usedto classify the FAP models. The DAP models are presented

in the same order the FAP models ate reviewed in the previous section. The degree of
replication is a major issue in designing a DAP model. Multiple data copies would in-

crease data availability at the cost of an increase in storage requirement and the overhead

involved in maintaining copy consistency. Therefore, a trad.e-off is necessary. Based on

ammingproblemconsistsofseveraltermswithweightscorre-
sponding to relative priorities associated rvith each of them.
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the degree of redundancy, the DAP/cost models can be classified as the nonredundant

allocation model and the redundant allocation model.

DAP/Cost Model/Nonredundant Allocation

Ceri and Pelagatti [CP84], Cornell and Yu [CY89], Gavish and pirkul [Gavg7, Gpg6],

Ceri, Navathe et a/. [CNW83] and Apers [Ape88] present DAP cost models for allocating

single copies of every relation in a distributed relational database system.

Ceri and Pelagatti [CP84] show that due to complex application behavior in dis-

tributed database systems, solutions to the file allocation problem cannot be extended to

the distributed database allocation problem. Instead of proposing any specific allocation

model, they discuss the issues involved in the design of a DAP cost model and possible

solution techniques. A "best-fit approach" is suggested for nonred.undant allocation based

on a measure of optimality for each possible distribution. A set of database fragments are

obtained by fragmenting the relations. Mutual effects of placements of individual frag-

ments are ignored. Redundant allocation is handled by progressively assigning replicated

copies. Mutual effects of allocating different copies of any fragment are consid.ered.

Ceri, Navathe et al- [CNW83] present a nonredundant DAP model where the logical

schema is modeled as a directed graph \'/ith database relations as nodes and the logical

relationships betweeri-them are represented by edges connecting the nodes. A fully con-

nected network is consideredand identical transmission cost for unit transmission between

any two nodes is assumed. The objective function subjected to minimization includes ac-

cess and transmission cost under the constraint of storage capacities at respective sites.

The global schema is partitioned into disjoint subsets so that they can be independently

optimized. Thus, the initial allocation problem is decomposed into a set of independent

subproblems involving fewer variables. Each of the subproblems is solved using 0/1 lin-

ear programming technique and the solutions are merged to obtain a global allocation

scheme. The solution for the nonredundant allocation model is extended to a partially

ot
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replicated allocation model using a greedy heuristic technique.

Sacca and Wiederhold [SW83] attempt to find an optimal non-red.undant database

partitioning and allocation over a closely connected cluster ofprocessors. Each processor

has its own processing power and input-output handling capacity. High channel capacity

is assumed to handle the transaction traffc and communication overhead is assumed to
be insignificant because of the close proximity of the processors. User applications that
generate queries are not preassigned to any site. Instead, assignment of applications

to different sites of the netwo¡k is considered part of the design goal. Limitation of
available resources such as processing power and I/O capability at every node and the

limited capacity of the communication links connecting them are considered as constraints

to formulate the allocation model. The objective of the allocation process is to design a

scheme that distributes the transaction processing load evenly among the processors while

minimizing the overall processing cost. The "cost evaluation function" that computes the

overall transaction processing cost for a particular distribution is defined in terms of the

number of processor cycles required, the number of IIO blocks accessed, and the volume

of message trafrc generated to execute the transactions. The distribution design process

is divided into two steps: (1) fragmentation of the database relations, and (2) allocation

of the fragments and the applications. A greedy heuristic procedure is adopted, where,

starting from an initial "virtual network" with one "virtual node" for every fragment to be

distributed, the num5-ér of nodes is reduced by one at every step by grouping fragments.

The iteration continue untillhe number of virtual nodes is equal to the actual number of
network nodes' The allocation scheme is realized by mapping each virtual node to one of
the nodes of the network.

In a distributed database environment the amount of data transfer between data

sites depends on the order in which the operations are executed on the set of database

relations. Typicaily this order is decided by the query pïocessor. An allocation scheme

therefore must take the execution order of the operations into account. On the other hand,

the query processor uses data allocation information to generate an optimal execution
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schedule. Apers [Ape88] proposes a method that performs partial allocation of data

in iterative steps based on scheduüng information to arrive at a complete allocation

that minimizes a cost function. Query and update traffic are treated. differently and

an optimization model is constructed that minimizes total communication and storage

costs. The database relations are assumed to be partitioned into fragments based on

application access pattern. A graphical approach is taken in making placement decisions

for the fragments. Starting with an initial allocation where every transaction has its

own copy of the fragments required for its execution, a "process scheduling graph" is

generated by treating the set of fragments accessed by every transaction as a ,,virtual

site". The nodes ofthe graph are the virtual sites and the edges between them represent

the amount of data transfer between them for transaction operations. A cost model is

formulated from this graphical representation that aims at minimizing the global data

transfer. The algorithm maps the set of virtual sites of the initial allocation to the set

of "physical sites" whose nodes are distributed. This is accomplished by ,,union" and

"assignment" operations. A union operation merges two virtual sites to form a new

virtual site and an assignment operation allocates a physical site for a virtual site. Two

different techniques are suggested: (1) restricted search for optimal or ,,near optimal"

solution using branch and bound algorithm and (2) heuristic technique to arrive at an

"acceptable" solution. Allocation algorithms based on these techniques are presented for

both static and dynarnic environments. Static and dynamic environments correspond

to adjusting or not adjusting the query processing schedules when computing the cost

function for different allocations until a finai solution is reached.

Gavish and Pirkul [GP86] assume that transactions exhibit strong "locality of refer-

ence" in making placement decisions for processors and databases in a distributed bank-

ing network. A distribution design model is formulated that attempts to find solutions

for the design parameters such as the number of processors, their capacities and loca-

tions, the database partitions and their distribution. An integer programming problem

is formulated with the decision variables accounting for the design parameters. Heuristic
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procedure and branch and bound method are suggested as the solution technique.

Gavish [Gav87] adopts a system designer's view in designing an architecture for a
distributed database system. The proposed model distinguishes the network nodes as

"data source node", (where transactions originate), "database node", (where databases

are stored), "teport generator node", (that processes information and generates reports),

and "uset node", (where reports are sent). Data flows betrveen different type of nodes

for execution of every transaction and generation of reports is formulated as a function

of the decision variables defined in the model. Different sets of decision variables account

fo¡ the locations of the databases and the processors, originating location and execution

location of each transaction, and generation and destination nodes of the reports pro-

duced from the execution of the transactions. The model leads to the formulation of an

integer programming problem that minimizes the operating cost. Since the problem is
NP-complete, methods ate suggested for computing the lower bounds on the value of the

optimal solution. Alternativelg a recursive procedure based on greedy heuristic is sug-

gested to obtain a'near optimal' solution as an acceptable configuration for distributed

system. Based on a selection criteria, an initial set of "report generation sites,, is deter-

mined. Database locations are determined with respect to the report generation sites.

The set of database locatiots are then used to improve the set of report generation sites

and the iterative process is repeated until no improvement takes place in two subsequent

passes.

Cornell and Yu [CYaOþdentify interdependency between access plan selection2 and

the assignment of database relations to different sites of a d-istributed database system.

Relations a¡e not fragmented and are assigned to a site as a whole. A fully connected

network with equal communication capacity on each link is assumed. An integer pro-

gramming problem is formulated with the communication cost as the objective function

which is subjected to minimization. The constraints are processing capacity, disk IIO ca-

2Typically access plan selection is performed by query processor [Apegg].
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pacity and storage capacity at each site, and the communication capacity of the network

ijnks connecting the sites.

Yu, Siu et al. [YSLC83] present an adaptive algorithm for allocation of database

files in a star network. Update costs are ignored as only one copy of each file is considered.

FiIe access pattern is assumed to remain unchanged over time. The cost function includes

communication cost due to queries. Starting from an arbitrary initial file distribution,

the adaptive process computes on[ne the "gain" of placing a file at any particu]ar site.

For each query being processed, the "gain" is evaluated for all possible frle allocation of
the files being accessed by the query. The final allocation is obtained by placing every

file at a site where the corresponding gain is maximum. The nonredundant DAp model

is extended for repLicated aJlocation by including update costs in the cost function.

In a distributed system, network topology and distribution of data are closely re-

lated. Design of a distributed system should expioit the coupling between data distribu-

tion and program and network topology to arrive at a design that provides optimal system

performance at minimum cost. Irani and Khabbaz [II{82] and Chen and Akoka [CAgg]
address the integrated problem of design of communication network and distribution of
database files. They reason that separate consideration of these two subproblems can lead

to suboptimal design and the DAP cost models proposed by them capture the strong re-

lationship between network topology and database allocation in a distributed database

system.

Irani and Khabbaz [IK82] assume that the database is partitioned into a set of files

and the transactions are logically broken into subtransactions so each refers to only one

file' This eliminates interactions between the files and reduce the database allocation

problem to classical file allocation problem (FAP). Network topologies are modeled by

graphs and are classified based on number of nodes (n ), connectivity (Æ), and the diameter

(d) of the network. "Connectivity" is defined as the minimum number of disjoint paths

between every pair of sites and the maximum path length between any pair of sites is called
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the "diameter" of the network. Read-only queries are distinguished from updates and

poisson arrival of database request (queries and updates) and exponential distribution

of message lengths are assumed. An iterative procedure is suggested for an optimal

design which minimizes storage and communication cost with respect to the constraints

of network reliability, file availabiìity, aìd communication delay. Files are allocated one

at a time. A lower bound on the number of copies of each file is obtained analytically

in terms of file availability, network reliability, and site failure probability. A two step

iterative algorithm is presented. Each iteration tries to obtain an optimal allocation of
file copies and a network channel capacity assignment for a given network topology. Files

are allocated using a greedy heuristic followed by an interchange heuristic that attempts

to improve the solution by reallocating copies of the file for a possible improvement in

the value of the cost function. In the second iterative step optimal assignments for all
possible network topologies are compared to arrive at a globally optimal design.

Chen and'Akoka [C480] consider simultaneously the distribution of processing

power' programs and databases, and assignment of communication channel capacities in
a distributed system' No fixed topology is assumed and dependencies between data and

programs are considered. A DAP cost model is formulated and the problem is framed as

an integer programming problem. The cost function subjected to minimization includes

equipment (processor, storage, communication link, eúc.) cost, communication cost, and

storage costs for pro-frams and databases. The solution technique suggested is a varia-

tion of the branch and bouñ-d method. First, the problem is solved without the integer

constraint to make the domain of the decision variables unrestricted. This reduces the

complexity of the problem and allows 'linear programming' techniques to be applicable

for obtaining an optimal solution. However, only feasible values for the decision vari-

ables would give a feasible allocation. The initiat solution is then modified by replacing

noninteger values of the decision variables with feasible values in steps and solving the

resultant subproblem at each step. A modified version of the branch and bound algorithm

is employed.
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DAP/Cost Model/Replicated Allocation

Fisher and Hochbaum [FH80] and Chieu and Raghavendra [CRgg] address the problem

of allocation of multiple copies of a database in a distributed network.

Fisher and Hochbaum [FH80] present a DAP model that makes placement decisions

for copies of databases by trading offthe access cost, which is reduced by additional copies,

against the cost of storing and updating the additional copies. The problem is formulated

as a mixed integer programming problem3 with the cost function consisting of storage

costs and communication costs for transmitting queries and updates from the ,,user', to
the database programs and from database programs to database locations. A lower bound

and an upper bound on the number of database copies are set as a const¡aint. An initial
solution is obtained using heuristics. Two heuristic methods are employed. The ,,greedy

heuristic" constructs an initial allocation by successively adding an additional copy of
databases where it would produce the greatest reduction in the value of the objeciive

function. Copies are added until an additional copy does not improve the solution. An

'interchange heuristic' is then applied to improve it by deleting one copy and adding

another. The Lagrangian relaxation method is used to obtain lower bounds on the cost

of an optimal allocation. The initial solution is then subjected to branch and bound

method for a least cost solution.

Chieu and Ragh-avendra [CR90] address the problem of finding the optimal number

of database copies and theirlocations to optimize the communication cost due to remote

accesses between pairs of network sites. It is assumed that the local storage capacity

at each site is large enough to hold a copy of the entire database and there are at least

three copies of the database present in the network. The "triple moduie redundancy

(TMR)" scheme is assumed for reliability reasons. The DAP is formulated as a 0/1

integer programming problem with decision variables corresponding to every possible

s,someofthedecisionvariablesareallowedtoassumenonin-

teger values.
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allocation of copies of the database. The objective function is the communication cost

due to remote accesses. A lower bound on the optimal value of the objective function is

obtained by Lagrangian relaxation technique. This bound is used to prune branches in a
branch and bound algorithm to arrive at a "near optimal" solution.

Özsu and Valduriez ¡ÖVOr1 discuss the mathematical formulation of a DAp/cost

model fo¡ redundant allocation. The cost function includes communication costs for

queries and updates, and storage cost. The relevant constraints are response time, storage

capacity, and processing power at individual site. They enumerate the input information

required for the aliocation process and how they can be represented in the mathematical

formulation of the DAP model. No solution technique is suggested. Instead it is demon-

strated that the analysis becomes increasingiy difficult and mathematically cumbersome

as the model is made more rigorous by including all relevant issues and constraints.

2.2.2 DAP/Performance Model

This section reviews DAP models that allocate database fragments to optimize system

performance with respect to certain performance metrics. Nonredundant DAP/performance

models are reviewed first foüowed by a review of the DAP/performance models for repli-

cated allocation.

DAP/Performance Modgl/Nonredundant Allocation

CorneII and Yu [CY89] present a nonredundant allocation model for a distributed data-

base system. The approach taken applies heuristic techniques to minimize average re-

sponse time under the constraints of available storage and processing power at every node

and the communication link capacities. An open queuing network model is formulated

for a fuliy connected network. Each node is modeled as an lvl/lü/1 queue with single

CPU and multiple disks. The average response time is obtained analyticaJly as the sum

of processing time, communication delay, and disk I/O time. Exponential distribution of
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message lengths is assumed in computing communication delays. Average response time

is expressed as a function of the decision variables corresponding to possible aliocation

alternatives and is subjected to minimization using an optimization model. Simulated

annealing technique is suggested as a heuristic alternative method for solving problems

of large size.

DAP/Performance Model/Redundant Allocation

Ciciani et al.ICDY9O] present a model to examine the performance tradeoffs introduced in

data replication in distributed database system with respect to communication overhead.,

network delay, and response time constraints. The database is assumed to be partitioned

into a set of fragments and an equal number of copies of each fragments are distributed

across the network. An analytical model is presented that compates the performances

of different concurrency control protocols. Queuing models are used to estimate the re-

source contention effects by discrete event simulation. Simulation results are obtained

for updates and read-only queries. The results obtained shows that if communication

overhead is ignored, the response time increases with increases in the degree of replica-

tion for pessimistic, semi-optimistic, and optimistic concurïency control protocols. \Mhile

the pessimistic (two-phase locking) protocol outperforms optimistic and semi-optimistic

protocols in the â,bsence of any replication, the optimistic protocol results in better per-

formance as replication increases.

2.3 Research in Distribution Design for Distributed ob-
jectbase Systems

This section presents a review of work done on distribution design in Distributed Object-

base Systems (DOBS).

Karlapalem eú a/' [KNMg2] discuss various issues involved in distribution design of
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object-oriented database systems. They identify the characteristic features of the object-

oriented model that make the problem of distribution design more complex in comparison

to its peer problem in relational database system.

In relational database systems, transactions that manipulate data, are not consid-

ered an integral part of the database. Therefore, distribution design in relational systems

is reduced to partitioning the relations based on the locality of access of the constituent

tuples and allocating the resulting relatidn fragments. In the object-oriented environ-

ment, execution of a transaction translates to a sequence of method executions on the

classes of the objectbase. Due to method encapsulation within the class, methods that
execute on the attributes of the same class are inseparable from the objectbase. Hence,

distribution design of an object-oriented system must consider distribution of both at-

tributes and methods. Resolving the issue of overlapping sets of attributes accessed

by two different methods becomes part of the fragmentation problem. Distribution of
methods introduces another levei of complexity into the allocation problem. The type of
mechanism ("Remote Procedure CaIl" or "Prefetch and Caching") used by the methods

to access objects and/or the attributes has a direct impact on the cost and/or perfor-

mance modei for method executions, which in turn will govern the allocation decisions.

Location transparency is also an important issue to be considered. They argue that the

critical issues for the distribution design for an object-oriented system are : (1) level of
transparency, (2) meïhod invocation strategy, (3) application processing semantics and

(4) structural and behaviorãl properties of the objectbase. They identify the goals of a
distribution design in an object-oriented system as: (1) to reduce irrelevant d.ata access

by applìcation and (2) to reduce the amount of inter-site data transfer.

Ghandeharizadeh et al.lG\Yg4, GWLZ}SI present a greedy algorithm for the place-

ment of objects in a distributed parallel objectbase system. A query migration paradigm

is assumed for processing queries that access nonlocal objects. The objectbase is viewed

as a directed graph with the nodes as the objects and the edges joining them repre-

senting semantic relationship betrveen the objects. The object placement algorithm is
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designed as a greedy graph partitioning algorithm that reduces the number of ,,internode

travetsals" of queries and maximizes the benefits of parallelism by evenly distributing
processing workload across all sites. Navigational queries in object-oriented databases

are distinguished from the queries in relationa"l databases which are associative in nature.

A skewed distribution of the object access frequencies is assumed. and the objectbase is
partitioned into zn f 1 fragments where rn is the number of sites. Each of the first r¿

fragments is assigned to a site and the objects in the last fragment are redistributed across

the m sites. The distribution is subjected to a workload constraint at every local site.

Ezeife and Barker [E893, EB94] present algorithms for obtaining horizontal and

vertical fragments by optimally partitioning the global objectbase. The fragmentation

schemes are designed to achieve improved performance by reducing irrelevant data access,

minimizing data transfer, increasing concurrency, and reducing irrelevant data replication.

They assume that the distributed database consists of local databases at individual sites

each having its own external and internal schema. Based on application access frequency

and application execution pattern, fragmentation schemes are suggested that red.uce pro-

cessing costs by minimizing communication overhead and irrelevant data access. A tax-
onomy is presented that classifies different models based on method type and the type of
the attributes accessed. The different models suggested are: (1) simple attribute/simple
method, (2) simple attribute/complex method, (3) complex attribute/simple method and,

(4) complex attribute/complex method.

Horizontal fragments 6r the first "class model" (simple attribute/simple method)

are obtained by partitioning the set of instance objects of a class in a rvay that supports

locality of reference. A, Link Graph is generated to capture the instance hierarchy in
the class lattice. For each class, primary horizontal fragments are generated based on

appìication access patterns on the attributes. Derived horizontal fragments are formed

by propagating horizontal fragmentation of the subclasses to their superclass. Finaliy,

reconciliation is done between the primary and the derived fragments to arrive at the set

of horizontal fragments for every class in the class lattice. The scheme is extended for
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other class models.

The vertical fragmentation algorithm is presented for simple attribute/simple method

model that evaluates "affi.nity" between attributes of a class and between any two meth-

ods of any class in the objectbase. The affnity between two entities is measured as the

frequency of accessing them together by the set of applications. Inherited attributes and

methods are assumed to be stored with the superclass and the subclasses have pointers

to them. Access frequencies of a class method from its subclasses a¡e taken into account

while computing the method aftnity matrix. The Method Affinity Matrix captures the in-

formation about the frequency of accessing any two methods belonging to the class under

consideration. The Bond Energy Algorithm ¡ÖVSf1 is then applied to obtain partitions

based on a cluster affinity matrix that attempts to place those methods that are invoked

together in one fragment. In the second step, the attributes accessed by the methods are

placed in the same fragment where the corresponding methods that use them are placed.

Any conflict regarding placement of an attribute referred to by two or more methods from

different fragments is resolved by selecting the candidate fragment that has the highest

affnity with the attribute under consideration.

2.3.L FYagment Allocation in Distributed Object System

The problem of' alloc¿tion has not been investigated extensively in the object oriented

environment. Although a few articles have appeared in literature that discuss various

issues and constraints associated with the problem, no algorithm or solution strategy

has been suggested. Karlapalem, Navathe and Morsi [I(NI{92] identify the importance

of fragmentation and allocation of an objectbase for minimizing irrelevant d.ata access

and nonlocal data references as a part of distribution design. Characteristics of object

oriented systems that distinguish it from a relational system a¡e listed and their impact

on distribution design are discussed.
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2.4 Overview of Existing Distributed Systems

This section reviews the existing distributed systems and analyses how the problem of
distribution design is handled in them. An overview of distributed file systems (DFS) are

given followed by a summary of distributed database systems (DDBS).

2.4.L Distributed File Systems 
:

This section presents an overview of the existing distributed file systems (DFS). The

DFS's reviewed a¡e Andrew, Apollo Domain, Coda, SUN-NFS, Helix, Sprite, LoCuS,

IBIS and ROE.

Andrew is a distributed file system designed jointly by Carnegie Mellon University

and IBM. It is designed on a cì-ient/server architecture. Vice is a collection of dedicated

file servers composed exclusively of files. It acts as the information sharing backbone.

A client process, Venus, running on every workstations finds the required file from Vice

and caches it into local disk. Caching at local sites exploits the advantage of temporal

reference of file access. The same principle is adopted in the Apollo Domain system and

in the Coda system which is a descendant of Andrew.

Helix [FO84, FO81] is a distributed file system for a client/server type architecture.

Files in Helix are stored in local disks of the file servers independent of user access pattern.

No replication or migratiorrof files between servers are permitted. Files are assigned

permanently at the site where it is first created. The two-phase commit protocol is used

to ensure consistency for transactions that use files at multiple servers. Xerox Distributed

File System (XDFS) [MD82] also takes the identical approach with a more extensive

facilities for transaction management.

Sun lVlicrosystem's NFS has independent local fiIe system at every node of the

network. A nonlocal file system may be mounted in the local file directory and can be

accessed by the user. For reference to a remote file, the iocal kernel maintains a cache of
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blocks read to reduce data transfer overhead betrveen sites. Data transfer between sites

is done in large blocks. Both server and client modules reside in the UNIX kernel of each

computer. File requests to a nonlocal file are translated by the client modules to NFS

protocol operations and passed to the NFS server module at the computer holding the

requested file.

Sprite, designed at University of California, Berkeley, supports distributed file sys-

tem in a diskless workstation environment. A few machines with disks act as servers

which store files with remote [nks for the client process at other nodes to access. Clients

do not have to import files from servers explicitly. The Sprite file system is organized

as a collection of domains. Domains are file subsystems obtained by partitioning the

global file system such that all the fiIes of one domain are stored at a single server node.

Consistency and concurrency is maintained by controlled caching between the client and

the server node.

The File system in I,OCUS is organized by "iogical filegroups" which can be mounted

as individual fiIe systems. Corresponding to every logical filegroup, there is a set of nod.es

where files of the logical fllegroup can be mounted in the local flle system. Replications

are allowed and updates are propagated to ali file copies.

Another approach is adopted by IBIS file system that allows frles to be replicated.

At any point o{y o¡.g of the many copies of a flle is treated as ..primary copy" and

the rest ale "secondary". When a primary copy is updated, other copies can either be

updated simultaneously by propagating the update or they can be invalidated to deny

access to inconsistent data. If the primary copy is unavailable due to network partition,

a temporary primary is elected from the secondary copies. The temporary and actual

primaries are merged again when communication is reestablished. Migration of primary

copies is allowed but it is not automatic.

ROE [Flo89] maintains a distributed giobalty accessible, shared file system across

the network. Replicated distribution of files is accessed rvith the help of global file direc-
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tory which is also replicated at every site. Consistency among file copies is maintained

by "weighted voting". Heuristics are employed for both initial frle allocation and file

migration algorithms. The static initial file allocation scheme distributes files across the

network based on available storage, system load, and network topology. The objective of
allocation is to minimize file access delay and maximize file availability. A ,,repìication

factor" is selected at the time of fiIe creation. Each file copy is independently allocated.

Out of several candidate nodes for assigning a file, the one exhibiting minimum cur-

rent delay is selected provided it has required storage. Information provided by the user

who creates the fiie also influence file placement decision. File migration is done based

on resource utilization information collected from recent past history of the system and

the network. ROE supports "archival" file migration where file size, file type, and time

since last reference are used as predicting factor for anticipating next reference. Short

term file migration strategies are adopted to exploit temporal locality of file reference.

Three different file migration strategies are developed: demand based, anticipatory, and

compensatory. Compensatory file migration is done to adjust for changes in the load

distribution in the distributed system.

2.4.2 Existing Distributed Database Systems

This section reviervs 
_s_ome of the existing database system that are either distributed

or based on client/server architecture. The systems reviewed. are ITASCA, ORION,

ENCORE, GOBTIN and THOR.

ITASCA and ORION-2 are designed on multiclient/multiserver architecture where

private and shared databases are distributed across the network. Distribution ofdatabases

is controlled by the servers. Schema is repl-icated at every site but not the individual data

items. Distribution of data may be changed due its migration either by the user or due to

requirement of the system. ENCORE is another object oriented database model where

data are located in the same node with the server and processes executing at other nod.es
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access data through server using a remote procedure calt (RPC) mechanism. GOBLIN is a

network of workstations having memory-resident databases. Partitioning and distribution

information are maintained by the Redistribution Administration Table (RAT). In Thor,

clients are distinctly separated from the set of distributed servers although a single node

can act as both a server and a client. Data is stored at some of the server nod.es.
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Chapter 3

Static Allocation: Graphical

Approach

This chapter presents algorithms for static allocation in DOBS. The algorithms are based

on the nonredundant cost model for DOBS defined in the allocation taxonomy in Fig-

ure 1.3 presented in Chapter 1. The allocation problem is found to be Np hard for

distributed file system (DFS) ¿nd for distributed relational database system (DDBS)

since it can be formulated as a 0/1 integer programming problem, which is Np Com-

plete [GJ79]' With the additional complexity involved in modeling the problem for a

DOBS, the problem Jti[ remains NP hardl. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that an opti-

mal, polynomial time solutiln to the allocation problem for a DOBS could be obtained.

This indicates that heuristic approaches need to be adopted to obtain a ,,near optimal,,

solution in a reasonable time. Therefore, the algorithms proposed in this dissertation

are based on heuristics. Two different heuristic approaches are taken : (1) a graphical

approach and (2) a sirnulated annealing approach. An initial allocation is obtained as a

starting solution which is then subjected to optimization based on the heuristic techniques
1If the interactions between class fragments are ignored then the DOBS allocation problem reduces to

FAP which is NP hard.
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adopted by the two approaches. Section 3.1 formally describes the static nonredundant

allocation model for DOBS with assumptions explicitly stated and definitions used in the

model clearly presented. Section 3.2 presents an algorithm for generating an initial allo-

cation which can be used as a starting solution for the optimization algorithms based on

either approach. Since the DOBS a^llocation model considered in this dissertation is a cost

model, the central issue for its design is the cost of allocation. Section 3.3 presents the

method for estimating interfragment reference costs based on the initial allocation that

leads to the formulation of the allocation problem's cost model where the cost function

is an optimization objective function. Section 3.5 presents a heuristic optimization algo-

rithm based on a graphical approach. An alternative approach using simulated annealing

is presented in Chapter 4.

3.L The Allocation Model

This section formaily describes the static, nonredundant cost model for distributing ciass

fragments in a DOBS. The allocation problem is then formaliy defined based on this

model. The assumptions made and the definitions required to formally present the model

are described next.

Several issues influence the allocation design in DOBS. Considering ail these is-

sues simultaneously iould make the allocation model complex and difficult to analyze.

Therefore, the model is reslricted to the following assumptions to ensure the problem is

manageable:

o Communication cost is the dominating factor so it is subjected to minimization.

Therefore, only the communication costs due to nonlocal references between class

fragments and between appìications and class fragments are included in the ,cost

function'.
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o Cost of communication between any two sites is proportional to the length (in

number of network hops) of the communication link along the shortest path joining

the two sites.

The objectbase is nonredundant. In other words, no class objects or class fragments

are replicated and there is one and only one copy ofeach of them in the distributed

objectbase.

Numbe¡ of class fragments to be distributed (rn) is large compared to number of

network sites (n).

o Local processing power at every site is suffcient to handle transaction processing

load.

o The communication links connecting the sites have sufficient capacity to support

the transaction traffic.

3.1.1 The Problem

The formai description of the problem requires a precise definition of several terms.

Definition 3.1.1 An objectbase oß : {h, fz,. . ., f^} is a set of rn class fragments

generated by some fragmentation algorithm. Each fragment fi has a finite size u¿. f

Definition 3.t.2 A 
"tor,frog*ent consists of a subset (or the entire set) of objects

belonging to the class where each object is either partially (in vertical fragments) or fully

(in horizontai fragments) contained by the fragment. t

Therefore, the jth class fragm ent f! of class C¿ : {Cid,¿, Ai, Mi,4} contains a set Ai Ç A¿

of attributes and a (possibly empty) set M! Ç M¿ o'f. methods for every instance object

in the set Ij Ç 4 that are part of the fragment f . Hence, f! can be represented as

{cidà, Ai, Mi,Ii}.
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Definition 8.1.8 An allocation A = {Ft,F2,...,F,} is a partitioned set of all class

fragments constituting the objectbase such that:

l- v¿ F;,li,Ðtlfrer,a¡ { d¡, where d¡ is the storage capacity at site s¡. This is the

condition for feasibility of an allocation.

if f* e.Ç then fr / F¡,,Yi,Vj,i,l j. thisis disjointnessproperty of allocation.

Vk,lí, f* € F;. This the cornpleteness property of an allocation. f

In the following definitions the ith method of class c¿ is denoted as mj.

Definition 3.1.4 Method Attribute Usage M AU(m'¡,"'ù ol a method m'¡ of a class C¿ for
an attribute ai in the same class C¿ is the average number of accesses made to attribute

o'* by every invocation of method rn] . I

Deûnition 3.L.5 Method Method Usage MMU(m},*Ð 
"Í a method *,j of a class C¿

for another method m| ;n ang class C¡ is the average number of accesses (invocations)

made to method *L bV every invocation of method nz] . f

An application q¡ accessing the distributed objectbase is a sequence of method invocations

on an object or on a set of objects. The invocation of method j of class C¿ is denoted by

m'¡'

Definition 3.1.6 The Method, Inuocation Sequence MIS(q*) of apptication q¡" is repre-

sented by {m'¡lr,*'j?r,. . .,*n}, where each mj refers to a method invocation by qt". I

Definition 3.L.7 Application Site Affi,nlty ASA(q¡,s¡) between an application q; and, a

site s¡ is the number of times the application q¿ is executed at site s¡. I
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Definition 3.1.8 Application Fragment Affinity AFA(q¿, f¡) between an application q¿

and a fragment /¡ is the average number of references made by every execution of the

application q; to fragment f¡. f

The following definitions are adapted from [EBg3, EBg4] :

Definition 3.1-.9 Method Attribute Reference UAR(w'¡) of a method *i of a clr,ss C¿is

the set of all attributes of the class C¿ referenced by the method m]. r

Definition 3.1-.10 Method Method Reference UMR(ru}) of a method, *.¡ of a class C¿ is

the set of all methods of any class referenced by the method nz]. I

Since method code may have conditional statements based on predicates on the

attribute values, the exact set of attributes and/or methods accessed by any method

execution is not known until runtime. A conservative approach is adopted in considering

all possible sets of attributes that the method may access during its execution (for all

possibie values of the predicates appearing in the conditiona.l statements) and the union

of all such sets of attributes is taken as the set of attributes (MAR) accessed. by the

method. The set of ali possible methods (MMR) is similarly obtained.

Deûnition 3.1.11 Access frequency of an applicationis the average number of accesses

an application makes-t9 "data". If Q = {qr,qr,...,gq} is the set of appücations accessing

the objectbase, acc(q;,d¡) indicates the access frequency of application qi on data item

d¡ where "data" item d¡ can be a fragment, an object, or an attribute or method of an

object.

Definition 3.1.12 Fragment Fragment Reference FFR(f!,ff ) between o,ny two class

fragments ¡i "¡ class C; and, ff of class C¡ is the sum of the references made by any

method in fragment f! to any attribute and/or method in fragment /¿È and the refer-

ences made by any method in fragment f f to any attribute and/or method in fragment
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Therefore constructing Fragment Fragment Reference Matrix (FFRM) where FFRM(i, j) =
FFR(í¿, fi) = FFRM(i,i) is possible.

The problem of allocating object fragments in a distributed system can be formally stated

as follows:

Given a set of n network sites S = {sr, s2¡...,s,"} with respective storage

capacities D = {dl, dz,. .., d",} and a set of nz fragments F = {h, fz,. .., f^}
where each fragment fi is of size u; and m Þ n, the goal is to find a mapping

from F to S such that

(i) The sum of the storage requirements of all the fragments assigned to a
particular site must not exceed the total available storage at that site.

(ii) The tota"l number of non-local references is minimized.

To keep the complexity of the problem manageable, the issues of load balancing, network

delay, and system reüability are not considered.

3.2 Generating a Starting Solution

This section presents an algorithm for generating an initial feasible allocation for the

model described in the previous section with respect to the storage constraints at every

site. The initial allocation is used as the starting solution by the optimization procedures

described in Section 3.4 and Section 4.8.3.

The following condition must hold for any feasible solution: The total available

storage at all sites taken together must be large enough to hold al] the fragments. In
other words, Ð¿l¿,ep d¿ ) Ðq¡,ep ?ri, where u¿ is the size of fragment fi.

This condition is necessary but not sufficient. At every site, the assigned fragments

may not produce an "exact fit" in ihe local storage so some amount of storage is left
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unused. The total unused storage at all individual sites may be large enough to hold an-

other fragment, but since the available storage is not contiguous, the fragment cannot be

allocated without splitting, thereby requiring additional storage due to internal fragmen-

tation of local storage spaces. Since a "top-down" design approach is used, ,,reasonable,'

estimates of the total storage requirement to obtain a feasible ailocation for a given set

of fragments required.

An estimate2 of total storage, large enough for a feasibie allocation, is available

as input to Algorithm 3.1 which generates an initial feasible allocation and also to the

optimization algorithms.

An initial allocation is obtained by applying an algorithm that makes placement

decisions for the fragments based on the available storage at every site and the applications

that reference objects in the fragments.

The inputs to the fragment a,llocation problem consists of:

o The set of n sites S = {sr, szt...,srr} with corresponding storage capacities

D = {d1, dz,...rdn}

o The set of fragments F = {.fr, Í2,..., /-}; where rn > n

o The Application Site Affinity matrix (AS A)

o The Application Fragment Affinity matrix (AFA)

o The network topology matrix (If ) which holds the distance and connectivity infor-

mation among sites. An entry in N, eij is 0 if i, - j or the shortest distance between

s¿ and s¡,,if i I j.
2An estimate is obtained f¡om alarge number of feasible allocations by finding the storage required for

each of them. The individual allocations are obtained by random placements of the fragments at diferent
sites.
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o N Diam = the diameter of the network3.

The output is a partition of the set F into n subsets {Fr,...,Fn}, such that

Ðo¿orr,a¡, 1d,¿; Vi = 1,...,fri where a¿ is the size of fragment /¡ and d¿ is the storage

capacity of site s¿ and U¿ F¿ : F.

A brief sketch of the algorithm fo¡ initial allocation appears in Figure 3.1. A
fragment is first placed at a site that refers to it (lines 3 -11). If this is impossible because

there is insufficient storage space at any such site, another nearby one is selected. Since

this will introduce communication overhead because of nonlocal references a site which

is at the shortest distance from any of the sites that refer to it is selected (lines 12 - 2I).

The fragments are sorted in descending order of their sizes so that the allocation

scheme tries to flnd a place for the larger fragments first (line 1). The rationale behind

this is that it is less difrcult to allocate larger fragments at the beginning when there is

suficient large spaces to hold them at the individual sites while near the end of the initial
placement process smaller fragments are more likely to fit into any of the small ,,holes', in

storage spaces created from earlier placements. A "best-flt" placement strategy is used to

reduce the amount of unused storage at individual sites. To obtain better performance, a

list of sites is maintained sorted in ascending order of their remaining storage capacities

(lìnes 2 and 20).

3.3 Estimation of trYagment Reference Cost

This section describes a method for estimating the communication cost involved in in-

terfragment references between class fragments in a DOBS. A good estimate for the

communication cost associated with each interfragment reference is necessary to obtain
3Diameter of a network is the maximum distance between any trvo nodes measured along the shortest

path connecting them in the netrvork.
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Algorithm 3.L Initial Allocation

begin algorithm Initial
input:

47

^9: The list of n sites
D: The set of available storages at every local site
F: The set of class fragments
I/: The set of fragment sizes
.4.9á: The application site affinity matrix
AFA: The application fragment affinity matrix
.À/: The network topology matrix
N Diam: The diameier of the network
{Ft, Fz, . . ., Fn}: Initial Allocation
allocaled; an array of boolean flags for allocation status of every fragment

output:
var:

Step(1) :

Sort the set ,F' into F' in descending order of the fragment sizes
Sort the lisi .9 inio 5' in ascending order of the available storage
Step(2) :

for every fragment fi in the ordered set F/ do
allocated[i] - False

_ . Form sublist (.9") of sites with applications referencing the fragment
Step(3) :

for every site s¡ € ,S,, taken in order do
Step(4) :

if (dj > fi) then
allocate fragment fi in site s¡
di*dj-o;
allocatedfi] * Ilue
exit Step(4)

end if
end for

{There is no space in any of the site that make reference to the fragment so look for
space anywhere in the ¡etwork to place the fragment.
we shall first try the sites that are nearest to those which refer the fragment.]
Step(5) i -if (not øllocateQ t}aen

for every site so € S taken in order do
for È = l to NDiam d.o

Form sublist Stt' that are a distance À from sites in .g//
for every site so € 5"'taken in order do

if (ds > u¿) then
allocate fragment fi in site so

dc*dc-a;
update list 5' to preserve the sorted order
exit Step(5)

end if
end for

end for
end for

end if
end for
end algorithm Initial

Figure 3.1: Initial Allocation Algorithm
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an allocation scheme that minimizes overall communication overhead arising from all

intersite data traffic.

Allocation decisions are closely related to "method execution plan". When a method

executes, either the nonlocal att¡ibutes accessed by the method are "d.ata shipped" to the

method site or the method itseif is "function shipped" to one of its nonlo cal data sites.

In this dissertation it is assumed that the method execution plan for all class methods is

always based on the "data shipping" strategy and the goal of this research is to design

an allocation scheme for the class fragments that minimizes the overall communication

overhead involved in transferring attributes and/or objects between sites for aJl method

executions.

Therefore, an estimate of the interfragment communication cost for every pair of
ciass fragments is required. It is assumed that the methods are executed at the respective

sites of their containing fragments as assigned by the initial allocation and all nonlocal

attribute references involve data shipping the attributes from their respective sites to the

method site. Heuristic optimization algorithms described in Sections 8.4.2 and, 4.8.3 are

then employed to minimize nonlocal interfragment communication costs. The allocation

scheme is applied to a static objectbase so the sizes of the attributes and that of the

methodsa remain constant. Further the number and class membership (and hence the

size) of the method i.Svoking parameters are constant for every invocation of any class

method. Also, the class membership of the results returned by any class method is

assumed to be constants.

The foliowing definitions are adopted:

Definition 3.3.L The cardinality of a homogeneous collection C of d,ata entities, denoted,

as card(C ) is the number of data entities in that collection. The data entity can be an

attribute, an object, or a collection of either of them. t
aThe size of a method is the size of its executable code.
sThis information can either be obtained directly from the compiler or from static analysis.
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Definition 3.3.2 The size of an objectbase entity x, denoted, as size(x)is the number of
bytes contained by ¿. The entity r can be a class fragment, an object, an attribute or a
method or any collection of them. The size of a complex entity is the sum of the sizes of
ail of its constituent entities.

For attributes offixed size data types (eg. integer or real), their sizes can be obtained

from the 'typ"' information at compile timç, but the exact size of an attribute of dynamic

data types (eg, dynamic array, B-tree) is not known until runtime. An estimate of the

size of such a dynamic attribute can be made as follows. Any dynamic size attribute can

be treated as a set or collection of fixed size attributes (eg, nodes of a B-tree or a link list
which can be of type integer or real) constituting the dynamic attribute6. In reality, the

cardinality of the collection of a dynamic attribute may change with time. However, since

a static environment for DOBS is considered in this dissertation, the cardinality of such

collections associated with the dynamic size attributes is assumed to remain constant

over time.

The effectiue size of a dynamic size attribute with respect to any method will
depend on its 'selectivity'. The selectiuity of a method. on a dynamic size attribute is the

proportion of the collection of the constituent attributes being referenced by the method.

Therefore, as far as the method is concerned, the size of the dynamic size attribute can

be estimated as the þioduct of the selectivity factor, the cardinality of the collection,

and the size of the fixed súe attribute constituting the collection. Selectiuity factor
is evaluated from a static analysis as the average number of constituent attributes of a
dynamic size attribute accessed by a method. Note that since the selectivity on a dynamic

size attribute (and hence the effective size) can be different fo¡ different class methods

and even for different executions of the same class method. However, the selectivity of a
method on a dynamic size attribute is computed based on average number of constituent

us.Anattributewithheterogeneousdatavaluecollectioncan

be viewed as a collection of homogeneous "collections' and the above definition apply recursively.
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elements being accessed by all invocations of the method. Therefore, selectiuity of any

method on a dynamic attribute is considered to be a constant in this dissertation.

Definition 3.3.3 The parset(m!¿) of a method m!, in class C; is the set of parameters

that needs to be passed as invoking arguments to *t¿ by the invoker at the time of its

invocation. I

Deûnition 3.3.4 The result res(mrn) retirned frorn the erecution of method, mro of class

c¿ is the data value(s) returned by the method to its invoker. I

The elements in the parameter set and the result returned from execution of a class

method can be an attribute of an object, an object, or a collection of objects and. can

either be of fixed or dynamic size. Their sizes can be obtained either at compile time (for

static data type) or can be estimated from their dynamic data types.

Definition 3.3.5 The location of a method mi of class C¿, represented, as siteof(ml) is

the site s; € ^9 that is assigned the class fragments containing the method. r

Definition 3.3.6 The distance dist(s¿,s¡) between any two sites s¿ and, s¡, s¿,s¡ € S is

the shortest "data path" aiong the network links connecting s¿ and s¡ in the network

topology.

Interfragment referen.", .uf be classifred as (i) Method,-Attribute Reference, where a

method in one fragment accesses one or more attributes in another fragment; and (2)

Method-Method Reference, where a method in one fragment, in the process of its ex-

ecution, invokes one or more methods in another. Interfragment data communication

(I F DC) arising from Method-Attribute reference for method rn¡ in fragment fi accessing

attribute ø¡ in fragment f ¡ is given by

IFDC¡a¡(*|,oþ¡ = | acc(q;,m¡)* MA(I(*t,ot)* size(a¡)
¿lc;eQ
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Therefore, assuming that the data communication cost is directly proportional to
the distance between the origin and destination site, the interfragment communication

cost (IFCC) due to lvfethod-Attribute reference between method mt € f¿ and all at-

tributes a¡ € f¡ and a¡ e M AR(m¡) is

IFCC¡a¡(m{',f,) : I IFDCnre(*|,ori) + d,ist(siteof (f;),siteof (f¡))
klarêÍ¡

Interfragment data communica tion ('IFDC) due to Method-Method reference can

be viewed as the sum of (1) the data traffic due to method invocation process (IFDC¡a;,,)
and (2) the data trafrc from the result transfer of method executions to the invoker

(I F DC p¿,n). Therefore,

IFDCMM(rnt,rnn) - \ grocMinu* rFDCp¿,n)* acc(q¿,rn¡)* MM(I(mt,*n)
;lq;eQ

IFDCu;nulm|,mþ¡ = t
C.parset(

size(p¿)

and

I F D C nt,n(rU, mn) : si z e(r es(mn))

The communication ðost for Method-Method reference for mt € f¿ invoking mn € fj is

given by

IFCCuu(*|,rnr;) = (IFDC¡y7¿,, + IFDCR¿,n) * d,ist(stteof (rnr,;),slteof (mri))

Definition 3.3.7 Fragment Reference Cost FRC(i,j) from fragment f¿ to fragment f¡
is the total cost of communication due to all references made by any method in fragment

f¿ to any attribute or method in fragment f ¡ for all possible application executions. I
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Therefore, Fragment Reference Cost F RC (i , j) due to references from fragment f ¿ to

fragment /¡ is the sum of all interfragment Method-Attribute references and interfragment

Method-Method references from f¿ b f¡.

52

FRC(i, j) = | grCCnr,q(*t, Í¡) I
Ilm¿éÍ¿

IFCCuu(mt,mn))Ð
nlrnaQ!¡ÃmneM MR('rrl¿)

- -.(

The Interfragment Reference Cost (IFRC) between any two class fragments is the

sum of all fragment reference costs (FRCs) fo¡ references in both directions between them.

Definition 3.3.8 Interþagment Reference Cost I F RC (i, j) between fragment f ; and frag-
ment f¡ is the sum of the fragment reference costs(FRC) from fragment J to fragment

f¡ and that from fragment ,f¡ to fragment f¿. IFRC(d, j) = FRC(i, j)+ FRC(j,i) I

The Inter Fragment Reference Cost Matrix (IFRC) whose (i,,Ð,h element is IFRC(i, j)
can then be constructed.

Due to object encapsulation, applications can access any class fragment only by

invoking one of the methods contained by the fragment. Therefore any reference to a
class fragment by an application can be treated identically to Interfragment Method-

Method Reference. Hence, the data communication cost due to Application Fragment

Reference Cost between application q¡ and fragment /¿ can be written as

AFCC(q*,, f¿) = Ð acc(q¡,m¡) * (AM DC¡,r¡,u(q¡,mù +
ll¡nÆÍ¿¡m¿€M IS(qr)

AMDCnt,") * dist(siteof (qk),si,teof (f¿)) (3.1)

where

AMDC¡a;n"(q*,mt) -

and

size(p¡)Ð
iln¡€narset(m¿)

AM D C m,n(q*, *t) : si ze(r es(mù)
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Definition 3.3.9 síte Affinity saÍÍ(f¿,s¡) of a crass fragment f; at site s¡ is the total
communication cost due to all references to fragment f¿ made by all local applications

executing at site s¡.

saf f(f¿, s¡) = AFCC(q¡, f;)
(qx,s¡)#o

I

3.4 Heuristic optimization: The Graphical Approach

In this section we sketch the heuristic procedure used to obtain a "near optimal" alloca-

tion from the initial allocation obtained using Algorithm 3.1 above. The design of the

optimization algorithm is based on work in graph theory by Kernighan and tin [KLZ6].
A brief outljne of their work with its analogy to the allocation problem in DOBS is pre-

sented in Section 3'4.1. The optimization algorithm for the proposed allocation model is

presented in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.L The Kernighan-Lin Approach

Kernighan and Lin [KL70] address the graph partitioning problem of dividing an undi-

rected weighted grapñ-ìnto a given number of partitions so the sum of the weights asso-

ciated with the edges betweãn the partitions is minimal.

In the model they present a graph representing a set S of 2nnodes with an associated

weight matrix W =Lw¿¡l i i,i = 1,...,2nthat is to be partitioned into a given number

of components. Every element 'ur¿¡ refers to the weight associated with the edge between

nodes i and j. The authors suggest a two-way partitioning scheme that divides the set S

into two equal subsets each having z nodes so the sum of the weights corresponding to

the edges joining the nodes in one subset to the nodes in the other subset is minimized.

Ð
klq¡ÇQnASA
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The method is heuristic in nature and attempts to find a near optimal two-rvay partition

through an interchange process.

Starting from an arbitrary initial partitionT, rvhere,S is split into Sr and ^g2, the

interchange process swaps nodes between the two initial partitions to minimize the sum

of the weights associated with the edges between the two sets. The process is carried on

iteratively, giving a sequence of interchanges, each reducing the total weight of all the

edges joining the two partitions. Local optimality is reached when no further reduction

is possible through the interchange process. Repeated application of the two-way parti-

tioning scheme to pairs of initial partitions is suggested as an extension of the proposed

scheme to multiple-way partitioning problems.

This graph partitioning problem relates closely to the problem of allocation of class

fragments in a DOBS. In the graphical formulation of the object allocation problem, the

set of class fragments can be considered analogous to the set of nodes and the interfrag-

ment references and their associated costs are analogous to the weighted edges between

the nodes. Therefore associating a reference cost (IFRC) with every pair of fragments

gives a measure of communication cost due to references between the class fragments.

Accordingly,, an Inter Fragment Reference Cost (IFRC) matrix, analogous to the weight

matrix W, can be constructed. The objective of the DOBS allocation scheme can then

be restated as diuide the set of class fragments into 'n' partitions, where n is the number

of sites, so that the ltd cost of all nonlocal interfragment references ,is minimum. This
analogy suggests that the S*plt partitioning technique proposed by Kernighan and Lin
may be adapted, with the necessary modifications, for the design of an allocation scheme

for DOBS. The following differences are identified between the graph partitioning model

of Kernighan and Lin and the DOBS a,llocation model that require modifications to the

graph partitioning algorithm:
TKernighan and Lin do not specify how the initial partition is obtained. This is the major drarvback

of their proposal.
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1. The KL algorithms does not have any size constraints on the partitions generated

and therefore the partitions can be of any arbitrary size. In the DOBS allocation

problem, each of the netrvork sites has a finite amount of available storage and the

sum of the sizes of the assigned fragments to any particular site must not exceed the

available storage of that site, otherwise the solution becomes infeasible. Therefore,

size constraints are applied independently on each site for the DOBS allocation

problem and an exchange and/or move of any fragment between site pairs is only

allowed by the algorithm provided the resulting allocation does not violate the

storage constraints at either site.

2. The KL algorithm only deals with equal size partitions having equal number of
elements and the elements are always exchanged between any two partitions so that

the number of elements in each partition remains constant. In DOBS allocation,

the initial allocation could result in an allocation where the numbers of fragments

in different sites are not necessarily equal. To handle this problem, ,,d.ummy"

fragments are added to the "real" fragments to make the number of fragments

in each of the sites in the pair equal. The graph partitioning algorithm is then

applied on the sites with equal number of fragments. Any exchange of a ,,real"

fragment with a "dummy" one is treated as a "move" of the real fragment to the

site of the dummy fragment.

3. The KL algorithm, wþn applied to a pair of arbitrary partitions, guarantees con-

vergence because the gains from the individual exchanges of element pairs, involving

all the elements of the partitions, would sum to zero. This is because when all the

elements in one partition are exchanged with all the elements of the other, we get

back the original partitions. This does not hold true for DOBS allocation algorithm.

Since the fragments may have different site affinities for the trvo sites participating
8In rest of this dissertation the graph partitioning algorithm proposed by Kernighan and Lin wiìl be

ca-lled the KL algorithm.
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in the fragment exchange process, even if all fragments of one site are exchanged

with all fragments of another, the resulting partitions would correspond to a dif-

ferent value of the cost function. Since the convergence of pairwise optimality is

not ensured under the conditions of the DOBS allocation problem, the fragment

interchange process between any site pair is only carried out until the gain becomes

zero or negative, or ali the fragments at either or both the sites are employed in the

exchange process.

4- The problem of DOBS allocation, when formulated as a graph partitioning prob-

lem, results in a multiple-way partitioning problem. The algorithm presented by

[Kt70] is intended for obtaining a near optimal solution for the two-way partition-

ing problem. Repeated application of.the two-way partitioning scheme to pairs

of the starting partitions is suggested as an extension of the proposed scheme for

multiple-way partitioning problems. No guarantee is given about the convergence of
the process. The suggested technique, when applied to DOBS ailocation to obtain

a n-way (where n is the number of network sites) partition of the objectbase, has

been found experimentally to fail because of this problem. When the same site is

involved in muitiple site pairs on which the two-way partitioning process is applied

independently, any change in the set of assigned fragments to the site may destroy

the pairwise op_timality obtained between other site pairs previously considered.

This mutual destructive interference of pairwise optimality between sites may lead

to a combinatorial prJbi"* in converging in the search for a "truly pairwise opti-

mal" allocation. To guarantee convergence in reasonable time, the follorving trade

of is made. After each iteration the cost of the resulting allocation is compared

with its previous value. The process is terminated if the current cost is higher and

the solution obtained in the previous iteration is taken as the final solution.

The modifled graph partitioning algorithm is then appììed to IFRC to obtain the

desired aliocation from an initial starting solution. In Section 3.2 an algorithm that
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generates one such initial solution bounded by the storage capacity constraints and the

network topology is presented. This initial solution becomes the input to the heuristic

optimization scheme based on the Kernighan-Lin approach.

3.4.2 A Heuristic Algorithm Based on Graphical Approach

This section describes the optimization algorithm based on the heuristic approach adopted

by Kernighan and Lin in their graph partition problem. The algorithm attempts to
improve the initial distribution of fragments between a pair of sites by interchanging

fragments to obtain a distribution that is locally optimal with respect to the nonlocal

references between them. The algorithm is appìied repeatedly on every pair of sites in S
to obtain an allocation that is as close as possible to a pairwise optimal solution.

Based on the IFRC,, the access relationships between the fragments are represented

as an undirected, weighted graph with nodes for each fragment and the weights on the

edges determined by the total reference cost between the pair of fragments. This graph

is cailed the Fragment Reference Graph (FRG).

The fragment allocation problem can be reformulated as a partitioning problem

that divides the FRG into n subgraphs, where n is the number of sites in the network,

such that the cost of references between the sites is minimized and the site capacities are

respected. Each of tlle partitions can then be mapped on to a network site to obtain an

a-llocation that minimizes t'h-e total cost of all nonlocal interfragment references. Since

the communication cost due to the nonlocal references dominates the overall cost of
allocation, the allocation obtained can be treated as a "near optimal" solution to the

allocation problem in DOBS.

The approach taken is as follows. Starting from an initial allocation (obtained by

Algorithm 3.1 or any other algorithm that generates an initial feasible allocation), frag-

ments are interchanged between every pair of sites to reduce the cost due to nonlocal

interfragment references. Horvever, when a fragment changes site, its site afrnity changes
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as well. A decrease in site affinity would lead to an increase in the cost due to remote in-

vocations of any method, contained by the fragment, accessed by an application directlye.

Therefore, as far as site affinity is concerned, a "gain" ¡esults only if the fragment is moved

to a site with a higher site affinity for that fragment. Only those fragments are inter-

changed that produce a "net gain" taking interfragment references and site affinities into

account. Net gain corresponds to the total change in the 'cost function' due to changes in
interfragment reference cost(IFRC) and site affinity (""f Í). Consider an arbitrary pair

of sites (A,B), A,B e 5. Let the initial allocation at site .4 and site B be F¡ and.t'3,
respectively. For each fragment ,fo € F¡, an etternal reference cost (ERC") is computed

which is the sum of the communication costs of afl nonlocal references made to /o from

all the fragments in site B and an internal reference cost (IRC,) is also computed which

is the sum of the cost of all references made to it from within site A. Therefore.

IRC" _ IFRCU",ln)
klf x€F,+,Ír*Í"

and

ERC,- Ð [FRC(Í",f*)
ÆlJfre¡B

Next E,EC¡ and IRC¡ is calculated for every fragment fu € B.

The site affinities are evaluated as follows:

so'f Í(Í", A) = Ð*h*ee^ASA(qk,A)+o AFCC(qk, f ")
saf f (f",,8) = D*¡no çenASA(qrc,A\+o AFCC(8k, fo)

saf f (h,-B) = D¡lo. çenASA(qr",B)*o AFCC(qt , fù
saf f (h, Á) = Ðr¡no çenASA(q¡,n)*o AFCC(q*, fu)

Yf" e Ft

vh€Fp

and

sAn appìication accesses a class fragment directly if it invokes a method in that fragment.
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When a fragment /" in node A is interchanged with a fragment /6 in node B,

all local references becomes nonlocal and vice versa for both f" and J6. From [I{L70],
for any .fo € F¿ and f6 € Fn, if /" and f6 are interchanged between sites A and B, the

reduction in communication cost due to nonlocal interfragment references is Do+D¡ -2rob,
where Do = ERC"- IRCorDu = ERC¡- IRC; and. ro6 = reference cost between /o
and f6. The increase in site affinity due to the interchange for fragment fo is A.o -
saf f(f",8) - saf f(fo,A),, and that for fragment /6 is l'u: saf fju,A)- saf f(f6,8).
Therefore the total gain in the interchange of fragments fo and, /6 is given by gain -
D"*Du-2rob*Ao*A¡.

The interchange betwe en a d,ummy and a rea,lfragment essentialiy leads to moving

the real fragment to the site of the dummy fragment. The contribution to the corre-

sponding gaí,n comes only from the real fragment since the D ualue and, site ffinities of
a dummy fragment is zero. Since the two-way partitioning scheme applies only to sites

with an equal number of fragments, two dummy fragments are added to the site from

which the real fragment is removed. Physical movements of fragments between sites are

effected only if the interchange is permitted by the storage constraints. The interchange

of fragments between sites wil also cause a change in the D ualues of the remaining

fragments at both the sites as follows IKLZO]:

D', = D, I 2r,o - 2ril Vr e A - {f"}

DL : Du + 2r.!b - 2ryo, Vg e B - {/äi

The algorithm for fragment exchange is presented in Figure B.B.

Fragments are interchanged between pairs of sites in iterative steps. One pair of
sites is selected at a time for fragment interchange. At every step, a pair of fragments, one

from each site, is selected that produces maximum positive gain if they are interchanged

between the two sites.
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The process is then repeated until there are no fragment pairs producing any ad-

ditional gain on interchange. When no more interchange produces any positive gain, the

fragment distribution with respect to the pair of sites is optimal.

The algorithm for pairwise optimal allocation between a pair of sites is formally

presented in Figure 3.2. Four logical steps are required:

Step One

The local optimalityis reset to falsefor the site pair (Figure 3.2,line 5). Durnmyfragments

are added, if required to make the number of fragments at both sites equal (FigureB.2,

lines 6-9). The site ffinity measures are computed for every fragment in ,4 and B with

respect to both the sites (Figure 3.2, Iines 10-11). Step 2 through Step 4 are repeated.

until a pairwise optimal fragment allocation between the two selected sites is obtained.

Step Two

The cumulatiue gain which gives the total gain or reduction in cost due to all fragment

exchange made so far is initialized to zero (Figure 3.2,line 13). Do and D6 values are

computed for every fragments at site A and site -B (Figure 3.2,line 14).

Step Three

For every possible pair of fragments in site.4 and site -8, potential gainin interchanging

them between the two sites is calculated (Figure 3.2, line 18). The pair that has the

highest potential positive gain is selected for interchange. The fragments are interchange

using Algorithm 3.3. The selected fragment pair is removed from the set of fragments at

each site' The gain corresponding to the pair selected is added to cumulative gain and

the iteration is continued until either of the site runs out of fragments (for pairing with

another fragment of the other site) or no pair can be formed that has a positive potential

gain on interchange (Figure 3.2, Iines 18-24).

Step Four

If there is no fragment pair found that contributes any positive gain in any iteration, then

the allocation of fragments between the two sites is pairrvise optimal. Local optimal flag
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Algorithm 3.2 Graphical Approach - pairwise Optimization

begin algorithm PairOptirnize
input: (.4, -B):The pair of sites selected for optimization

Step(3) :

Compute Do for aìl /, e F¡ and, D6 lor all /¿ € .F¿ using IFRC.
F'e * Ft
F'B * Fa
repeat Step(3) until (("ri = Ø) or (Fb = Ø) or (so.in < 0))

Select /o €. F'¡ and h €. 7þ such that
gain - D" + Dt - 2ro¡ * Ao * A¿ is maximum
if ( søin < 0) then

cgain * 0

exit Step(B)
glse

XchangeFragment(/., /¡) ;f'L*Fk-f"
7b*î'u-fo

end repeat
Step(a) : if ( cumulative gain = 0) then

locally optirnal - Ibue
exit Step(4)

endif
end repeat

FÅ, * Fe
FÊ*Fn
end for
end algorithm PairOptimize
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var: locallg optimal: boolean flag indicates pairwise optimality of allocation
gøin: Gain corresponding to the fragment pairs selected for interchange
cumulaliøe gain: Tota| gain for all chosen fragment pairs for interchange
Fe,F'¿: set of fragments holding copies of allocation at site á
FB, F'B: set of fragments holding copies of allocation at site .B

f¡*Fj
FB*FÊ
if (FA =0and Fa=Ø)t¡,en :

return
Step(l) : locally optimal - False

if ( No. of fragments in F¡ ) No. of fragments in -Fs) then
A-dd d'ummy fragments to Fp to make no. of frags in F¡ and. f6 eeual

else if (No. of fragments in la ) No. of fragments in f¡) then
Add dummy fragments to Fa to make no. of frags in F¡ and,.Fs eeual

endif
Compute so.f f(f",.4) and søf fU",B)vf" € .F¿ using ASA and, AFA
Compute saf f ff¿, B) and saf f Ut, A) y h € .F3 using ASA and AF A
repeat step(2) through step(4) until (not locallg optima[)

Step(2) : Initialize cumulative gain - 6.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(0J
(7)
(8)
(e)

( 10)
(11)
(12)
(1 3)
(14)
( 15)
( 16)
(17)

- .t

(18)
( 1e)

(20)
(2r)

(22)
(23)
(24)

(25)
(26)
(27)

(28)
(2e)

Figure 3.2: Pairwise Optimal Allocation Algorithm
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Algorithm 3.3 Fragment Pair Erchange

begin algorithrn XchangeFbagment
Input: (f" e f a, ft € îe): The fragment pair selected for exchange
if (f" = dummy fragment) then

move /¿ to site A subject to da
if (moue is successful)

update all Do € Ftt and all D¡ e Ftn
add 2 dummy fragments to F,B to make its size equal to Fta
cumulative gain - cumulative gain * gain

endif
else if (h = dumrng fragment) t¡.en

move /o to site B subject to dg
if (moue is successful)

update all Do € F'¡. and all Dt € F,s
add 2 dummy fragrnents to ît ¿ to make its size equal to .Frg
cumulative gain - cumulative gain * gain

endif
else exchange /o and f6 between ?a and .F3 subject to d¿ and, d.B

if (exchange is successful) then
update all Do e Ft¡ and all Dt € Fte
cumulative gain e cumulative gain f gain

endif
endif
end algorithm XchangeFYagment

Figure 3.3: Fragment Exchange Algorithm

Algorithm 3.4 Eual:tating cost of an allocation

begin algorithm CostEval
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(e)

( 10)
( 11)
(r2)

( 13)
(14)
(15)
( 16)

(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

input:
output:

Allocation:i?r, Fr, . . ., FnIt
Cosl: Cost of allocation

Cost * 0 /* Initialize Cost x/
for every pair of fragment(fi, f¡),i. t' j do

if ((¿ € Fo and Í¡ e Fò and (p I q)) then
Cost=Ç6s¿¡IF RC(i, j) * distance(so, ss)

endfor
return(Cosl)
end algorithm CostEval

Figure 3.4: Allocation cost evafuation algorithm
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Algorithm 3.5 Heuristic Optimization - Graphical Approach

begin algorithm GlobalOptimize
input: IFRM:The Interfragment reference mat¡ix

ASA: The Application Site Affinity marrix
AFA: The Application Fragment Affinity matrix
D = {fi,d2, . . .,dr}: The set of available storage at every site
V = {uttuz.,. .;,t,-}: The set of fragment sizes of all class fragments
IAlloc={Fi, Få,..., .Fj}: Initial allocation

output: FAltoc={F{ , F{ ,. . ., FI}, The final allocation after optimization
FCost: The final cost of the optimized allocation

var: oldcost: cost of allocation in previous iteration
newcosl: cost of current allocation
globally optimal: Flag to indicate global optimality
chgalloc: Boolean flag, one for every site, to indicate change of allocation
CAlloc={Ff , Fí, . . ., FÅ}t Current allocation
BestAlloc={F! , Ft, . . . , Fl}t Best Allocation obtained so far

Initialize globøllg optirnal * False /* global optimal fl.øg is set to FALSE+/
oldcost + Costpval (IAlloc);
CAlloc = IAlloc
BestAlloc = IAlloc
while (not globallg optima[) do

globally optimal - Ibue
Initialize chgalloc[i]* False, V"; € .S

for every pair of sites (,4, B),A,8 e .g do
Pairoptimize(A,B); f+ carl procedure pøiroptimize for site pair (A,B) */

endfor
newcost * CostEval (CAlloc)
for every s; € 5 do

ir khsalloclil-Tiue)
globally optimal * False

endfor
if (newcost 1 oldcost) t}ren

oldcost + newcost'
BestAlloc * CAlloc

else
globølly optimal * Ilue

endif
endwhile
Fcost * oldcost
FAlloc * BestAlloc
return(.Fá / I o c, F co st)
end algorithm GlobalOptimize
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(e)

( 10)
(11)
( 12)
( 13)

(14)
( 15)
( 16)

(17)

(18)
( 1e)
(20)

Figure 3.5: The Global Optimization Algorithm
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is set true and the algorithm terminates (Figure 3.2, Iines 25-29).

Algorithm 3.5 appìies Algorithm 3.2 repeatedly to every pair of sites in ^g to arrive

at an allocation that is "as close as possible" to pa'irwise optimal across all pairs of sites.

The cost of allocation is evaluated using Algorithm 3.4 after each iteration and the

minimum cost allocation obtained so far is recorded. The Algorithm 3.4 uses interfrag-

ment reference cost matrix and the network topology matrix for the evaluation of cost of
any allocation. For every nonloca,l reference, the corresponding cost is weighted by the

length of the data path between the origin and destination site and the weighted sum of

all nonlocal interfragment references is taken as the cost of the allocation.

A set of boolean flags are used to indicate the sites whose allocation is changed by

the current iteration (Figure 3.5, lines 1,7). If. the allocation of all sites are unchanged in

any iteration, then a pairwise optimal allocation is obtained and the algorithm terminates

(Figure 3.5, line 13). Atternatively, the cost of current aliocation is compared with that

of the best solution seen and the algorithm terminates if the current cost is higher than

that of the best solution. In that case, the best solution is taken as the final a,llocation

(Figure 3.5, Lines 14-23).

An allocation algorithm based on graphical approach is presented in this Chapter.

The heuristic optimization algorithm is designed to improve an initial allocation using

graph partitioning tefünique. The results obtained by applying this algorithm on a set of
test data representing a DOBS prototype are presented in Tables 5.1-5.4. An alternative

approach for DOBS allocation design using simulated annealing as the heuristic principle

is described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Static Allocation: Simulated

Annealing Approach

This chapter describes the simulated annealing approach to the allocation problem in

DOBSs. Section 4.1 gives a brief overview of the fundamental concepts and general

principles of simulated annealing. The simulated annealing algorithm is described in

general in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents how this technique can be applied to the DOBS

allocation problem followed by a discussion on implementation issues of the algorithm in

Section 4.4. The res_ults obtained by the algorithm based on simulated annealing are

presented in Tables 5.1 to 5.4.

4.L Simulated Annealing: Fundamental Concepts

This section presents the fundamental concepts and principles behind the simulated an-

nealing process and its various applications.

Simulated Annealing is a general purpose combinatorial optimization technique

based on stochastic principles for solving discrete optimization problems. The goal of
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simulated annealing is to identify an 'optimal' or 'near optimal' solution from the so-

lution space of the problem. This heuristic approach addresses optimization problems

where the solution spaces are so large that any analytical method or enumerative search

method (eg. branch and bound method) leads to computational intractability.

The simulated annea[ng methodology is used to develop efficient search techniques

for an optimization problem to find a solution that corresponds to the optimal value of a

function of many independent variables. This function, usually called the cost or objectiue

function, represents a quantitative measure of 'goodness' of the (state' or configuration

of some complex system. The method relies on probabilistically accepting intermediate

'inferior' solutions through a set of user-controlled parameters. At each step a ,state,l is

selected at random from the solution space that represents a feasible solution. The cost

function for the state is evaluated and is tested against a set of rules that decides the

acceptabiìity of the solution. As the algorithm progresses, it eliminates certain feasible

solutions from its search path, thereby reducing the intractable problem to one solvable

in finite time. A control variable, commonly known as temperature2 is used to control the

probabiJìty of accepting up-hill rnoues and gives direction to the search for successful con-

vergence. It is expressed in the same units as the objective function. An algorithm based

on greedy heuristic monotonically selects only improved solutions which often leads to
the algorithm being trapped in a poor locai optima. In contrast, the simulated annealing

process accepts, withãrtain probability, a solution that is "inferior" relative to the last

accepted solution, thereby ifiroducing some "chance" of coming out of the trap of a poor

local optima. Although there is no guarantee that the solution obtained by simulated

annealing would be optimal or even near optimal, results obtained by application of the

technique in various fieids (eg., VLSI circuit design problem [WMg4], traveling salesman

problem, database partitioning problem IWDIYSS] etc.) indicate promising potential of

lEach state corresponds to a solution in the solution space and is defined by a set ofstate variables.
2In keeping with the terminology used by I{irkpatrick eú of. [I(GV83] this thesis also refers ro this

control parameter as temperature.
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the methodology in solving computationally intractable problems in a reasonable time.

4.2 Simulated Annealing Algorithm

The simulated annealing algorithm is a generic combinatorial optimization algorithm

based on the same annea[ng process. However, construction of the cost function, the

solution acceptance criteria, and the procedure to obtain the initial and subsequent states

depend on the nature and characteristics of the specific problem. The algorithm selects

a feasible solution from the solution space of the problem at rand.om and tests for its
acceptance as a candidate solution for optimality. Given a random solution to the problem

the solution is accepted as a candidate solution for optimality based on the following

acceptance rules:

Acceptance Rule 4.2.L The current solution is always accepted if it is bettercompared

to its preceding solution in the search sequence.

Acceptance Rule 4.2.2 .Nn inferior current solution is accepted based on an expo-

nentially decaying probability (a function of temperature known as acceptance func-
tion lWM94) or acceptance probability IHFISVS6]) whose value decreases as more solu-

tions from the solutio:r space are considered, leading to the convergence of the annealing

process.

The first solution acceptance criteria performs the optimization by continually choosing

the best solution. The second criteria allows the algorithm to work on a temporary

inferior solution that may allow it to reach a better solution in future. This is required

because continually selecting the best solution (tike a greedy algorithm) may lead to a
poor local minima. Solutions are accepted in iterative blocks. Each block is identified

by a specific value of the annealing parameter temperature. Solutions are accepted in a
sequence until an equilibrium condition is reached when the temperature is reduced by a
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predeflned factor, known as the cooling rate and another block of iteration with the new

temperature is started. The converging condition of the annealing process is defrned by

the freezing condition that determines the precision of the final result. Starting from an

Initial ternperature, the simulated annealing proceeds to search for the ,.best possible,'

solution guided by the annealí'ng schedule. An annealing sched,ule is therefore, defined

bv (t) initial temperature, (2) cooting rate, (3) equitibrium condition, and. (4) freezing
conditi,on.

A brief sketch of the generic algorithm based on simulated annealing is given in
Figure 4.1.

4.3 Application of simulated Annealing to DOBS Alloca-
t'ion

This section reformulates the allocation problem in DOBS for the application of the sim-

ulated annealing as the heuristic optimization technique. DOBS allocation is a combina-

torial optimization problem involving a large set of decision variables each determining

the placement of a class fragment across the sites of the network. This indicates that
obtaining a solution for the DOBS allocation problem by classicai methods would be too

costly and impractical; if not impossible. Therefore, heuristic methods are employed. A
heuristic method based on graphical approach is described in Chapter B. An alternative

approach using simulated annealing as the heuristic technique is presented here.

The central concept of simulated annealing is the formu-lation of the cost function
that provides direction to the annealìng process. Formulation of the cost function for
DOBS allocation problem is described next followed by the method of selecting the an-

nealing parameters. The simulated annealing algorithm for DOBS allocation is formally
presented in Section 4.3.3 and its implementation issues are discussed in Section 4.4.
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Algorit hm 4.L S imulated Annealing Alg orithm- G eneric

begin algorithm SimAnnGen

input: S: set of initial feasible solutions
7: initial temperature
r: cooling rate
tcond: condition for equilibrium
Fcond: condition for freezing
C: Cost Function ,

optimal feasible soÌution
lemperatare: control variable
C"rrr; cost of current solution
C¡o"1: cost oflast accepted solution
Â: cost difference

output:
var:

lemperature * T /* Set temperature to T * f
Select at random an iniiial feasible solution so € ,g
Cu* <- C(so)
while (not îcond) do

while (riot tcond) d,o
select at random a solution from the set ,g of feasible solutions
Compute the value C"u* of the cost function C for that solution
L*C"rrr-Cbst
if (^ < 0) then

accept the current solution as a candidate solution
Cloú * C"u*

else
if (random(¡ < e#) then

accept current solution

-ÇIort * C"u,
end if

end if
end while
temperature-T*r

end while

The last successfully accepted solution is the final solution.
end algorithm Simulated-Annealing

Figure 4.1: Generic Simulated Annealing Algorithm

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(6)
(8)
(e)

( 10)
(11)

(r2)
( i3)
(14)

(15)
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4.3.1 Formulation of the Cost Fbnction

For the allocation problem in DOBS the following factors are consid.ered in the cost

function based on the assumptions made in the model. A fragment has two types of
affinities: (1) Fragment Affinity which is its affinity with other fragments and (2) Site

Affinity which is its afrnity with the local applications at any site.

Fragment Afrnity is measured by the interfragment reference costs (IFRC). As-

suming that cost due to affnity with local fragments can be ignored, only the nonlocal

references between class fragments are used to compute the cost of placing a fragment at

a particular site. Therefore, the "cost term" (Cf,A) for Fragrnent Affinity of fragment f,
can be represented as:

1mcf,o=)\-. Ð rFRC(i,i)Jt t Z_¿' i=L jlsiteo ! (f i)*siteo ¡ (¡r¡

The "site affinity" of any fragment for a particular site is measured by the cost of com-

munication for all iocal appücations at that site accessing the fragment. Therefore, site

affinity of fragment f¿ at site s¡ can be written as (recall Definition given in Chapter B):

saf f (f¿, s¡) : t AFCC(qk, Í¿)
yrrnASA(q¡,,s¡){o

Therefore, a site ffinity matrix (SAM) is constructed whose (i,Ðrh term is søf f (f¿,s¡).

Summing up the costs due to all references made by local appÌications on the fragment

computes the contribution of site ffinity to the cost function. The "cost te¡m" for Site

Affinity of a fragment f¿ at site s¡ is given by (recalt deflnition given in Chapter 3)

nSA
'Í, = Ð

siteoJ

saf f (f¿, s¡)
jl"¡# (J;)

The cosú function C eva^luates the total cost of placements of all fragments for a

particular allocation as a sum of the cost of allocating individual fragments taking its
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fragment affinity and site affinity into consideration. Therefore, the cost function can be

expressed as :

c =Ð(c|o *cf,o)
i=l

4.3.2 Selection of Control Parameters

The parameters defining the anneøIing schedule that guides the annealing process are:

(1) the initial temperature, (2) the cooling rate, (3) the equilibrium condition, and (4)

freezíng or terminating condition.

Selection of appropriate values for these control parameters is a nontrivial but crit-

ical task. The control parameters determine the way the solution space is traversed by

the algorithm. How good an approximation to the optimal solution obtainable depends

on the choice of the values of the control parameters. The choice of i,ní,tial temperature

and the cooling røúe determine the size of the solutions space which is searched by the

algorithm for an optimal solution. Further the cooling rate also dictates how quickly the

freezing condition is reached from the initial temperature.

One of the major issues of simulated annealing is its long computation time. AII

other things being equal, a reduction in the ini.tial temperatureusually results in a d.ecrease

in computation time [WM94]. However, a suficient number of solutions must be tested

for a good approximation of the optimal solution and a low starting temperature would

fail to accept many intermediate solutions that have potentials to lead the search process

to a "near optimal" solution.

In a related work by Wolf et al. [WDIY88] simulated annealing is used to obtain

an appropriate architecture for a hybrid data sharing-data partitioning architecture for

transaction processing. Based on the analysis presented by them, the initial temperature
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for the annealing process to flnd the optimal allocation in DOBS is set to 10.0. The unit

of the control parameter (temperature) is the same as that of the cost function.

Implementation of the acceptance function must ensure that its range is the real

domain (0.00,1.00) so that the value of the function is comparable to the value generated

from a random number generator. However, the acceptance functíon involves A repre-

senting the difference between the cost of current allocation and that of the last accepted

allocation in a sequence of solution acceptance. Some normalization is therefore required

in the exponent -â ro that 0.00 1p= "-# < 1.00 is satisfied for all values of tempera-

ture. K is introduced as the normalization factor which is evaluated adopting the method

presented by Walsh et aI. [WM94] as follows:

A high probability (0.99) of accepting inferior solutions is desirable at initial (high)

temperatures. The costs of 2000 random allocations, generated from the initia,l allocation

are evaluated and their differences are employed to obtain a measure for the average value

of A at the initial stages of the annealing process. The value of the normalizing constant

K is then evaluated f¡om the equation

t(, - -A
7 * log(0.99)

by employing the average value of A and the initial temperature (T) as 10.0. This value

of K is taken as the liþper bound for the cost of an inferior solution to be accepted at

the starting temperature witã a very high probability (0.99). The value for ¡Ç used in the

Algorithm 4.2 is 74790700.

To ensure that the process converges in reasonable time, appropriate cooling rate

must be chosen to reduce the temperature. A very fast "cooling" would result in searching

the solution space sparsely. On the other hand, a very slow 'cooling' would cause the

goal of obtaining an approximate optimal solution in reasonable time infeasible. A -em
cooling rate of 0.9 is used by Wolf et al.IWDIY8S] in their work on hybrid data sharing-

data partitioning architecture. Using their selection of the anneaüng parameter as a
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guideline, a set of annealing schedules are tried for DOBS allocation with cooling rates

0.75,0.8,0.85,0.9and0.95. The value of 0.8 is selected as the "best choice".

One important criterion for the simulated annealing technique to produce ,,good,'

solution is that equilibrium condition.must be attained by the annealing schedule for
every temperature. The equilibrium condition at any temperature is defined as the state

in the annealing sequence that does not allow acceptance of any poorer solution at that
temperature. Howevet, the implementatioir of the equilibrium condition depends on the

characteristics of the specific problem. For DOBS allocation problem, the approach taken

by Wolf et al. IWDIYSB] is adopted and the equíIibrium condition is defined as the state

when suffi.cient number of solutions in the same neighborhood are considered from the

solution space.' Since the size of the solution space is proportiona.l to the number of
fragments and the number of sites, the equilibrium condition is set as a function of the

above two parameters. Accordinglg the equílibrium condition for the DOBS aJlocation

problem defined for the implementation presented in this thesis is as follows:

An equilibriumis reached at any temperaturein the annealing process when either

ofthe following occurs:

1. 1000 feasible solutions are accepted by the annearing process

2. 5000 feasible solutions are rejected as they do not meet the acceptance criteria.

The values of 1000 uoJrOOO are chosen based on the values employed for the number

of fragments and the number of sites used in the test dataset, using the selection strategy

adopted by Wolf ef a/. [WDIY88].

The Freezing condition determines the condition for termination of the annealing

process. Ideally, it must be defined such that any premature convergence is prevented

and the efect of annealing is utilized to the fullest. Following the approach taken by

lVolf ef ø/. [WDIYS8] in the design of the simulated annealing algorithm for hybrid data
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partitioning-data sharing architecture, the freezing condition for the annealing schedule

to be applied to DOBS allocation problem is defrned as follows:

Ã freezing condition is reached when the annealing processfails to accept any new

solution for all iteration blocks corresponding to three succe ssive temperatures in the

annealing schedule.

Selection of the control parameters defining the Initial temperature, the cooling rate,

the equilibrium condition and the freezing conditionfor the design of an annealing schedule

is inherently dependent on the the characte¡istics of the problem and therefore, can not

be generalized. Nevertheless, they are crucial implementation issues for the success of

the method to produce "good" solution. This dissertation is primarily focused on the

design of allocation schemes for DOBS. Therefore, it is beyond the scope of this research

to find the optimal set of control parameters that produce the óesl solution for DOBS

allocation. Howevet, the formulation of the DOBS allocation problem to find a solution

using simuiated annealing technique leaves scope for future research to find an optimal

anneaìing schedule for the probiem.

4.3.3 The Algorithm for Optimal Allocation

The algorithm is form¿lly described in Figure 4.2. It executes in four steps:

Step One - Initialization_

The control variabie temperature is set to its initial high value and the allocation

cost of last accepted a,llocation (Lcost) is set to the cost of Initial allocation obtained from

Algorithm 3.1 (lines 1-2). The counter for checkingthe freezing cond,itionis also reset to

zero (line 3).

Step Two - Acceptance of Solutions

It is assumed that a procedure that generates a random ailocation is available to

this algorithm. A feasible allocation is generated rvhen this procedure is called and it
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is taken as the current allocation (CAlloc) (line 7). The cost associated with CAIIoc is

evaluated as Ccost and is compared with Lcost(tines 8-9). If the cost of the new allocation

(Ccost) is found to be less compared to Lcost the current allocation is accepted (lines 15-

16). Otherwise, the difference of costs between Ccostand Lcostis used to find the value

of the acceptance Junction. The value of acceptance function is then compared with an

externally generated random number to ascertain the probability of accepting the current

allocation as a candidate solution (lines 15-16). If the current solution is accepted then

the count for the number of successful acceptances is incremented and the cost of last

accepted allocation(Zcosú) is set equal to the cost of current allocation (lines i2 and 1Z).

If the current solution is not acceptable then the count for the number of failed attempts

(NFailure) is incremented (üne 20). This step is repeated until the equilibriurn condition

is attained for that temperature.

When equilibriumis reached for a particular temperature the temperatureisreduced

by applying the cooling rate (1tne 24). If no solutions are accepted in any of the iterations

with the previous temperature Fail-Tempis incremented by 1 (line 22). The boolean vari-

able AII-Rejecú is used to indicate if no solutions are accepted for a partic'rlar temperøture

and is set to true or falsebased on the acceptance of a new allocation (lines 14 and lg).

Step Three - Termination of Annealing process

As temperature:ts gradually reduced the probabiìity of a poorersolution to be ac-

cepted gradually decreases.{he algorithm terminates when no new solution is accepted

for three successive blocks of iterations. This is indicated by the value of Fail-Tempbeing

equal to 3 (line 4). The last accepted allocation in the annealing schedule is considered

as the optimized allocation generated by the algorithm (line 25).
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Algorithm 4.2 Optimization using simulated annealing

begin algorithm SimAnnOpt

input: fFRM, SAM:Interfragment Ref. matrix, Site Amnity matrix
C: the cost function
7: initial Temperature
ó: cooling rate
NSuccess; maximum number of successes (initialized to zero)
NFailure; maximum number of failures (initialized to zero)
IAlloc: Initial Feasible Allocation

output: OAlloc:OptimalAllocation
var': CAlloc, LAlloc: current allocation, Iast accepted allocation

Ccosl, I'cosl: cost of current allocation, cost of last accepted allocation
Â: difference of Ccost and Lcost
Temp: current temperature
Fail-Temp: counts for temp. in which no soln. is accepted
All-reject: flag to indicate no soln. is accepted

Temp * T /* Set Temp to its initial high (Z) */
Lcost * C(IAIIoc) /* Initialize I'cost to the cost of Initial Allocation */
Føil-Temp * Q

repeat until (FøiI- Temp-T)
All-reject * llue
repeat until ( /fSzccess= 1000 ot N Failure=5000)

CAlloc * a randomly chosen allocø,t'ion
compute Ccosl * C(CAlloc)
A * Ccost- Lcost
if (A < 0) then

accept CAlloc as a candidate solution
NSuccess * NSuccess *I
Lcosl + Ccost
All-Reject - False

else if (rand.Q a sr;r*t) then-- *accept 
CAtloc as a candidate solution

NSuccg,_6s * NSuccess *I
Lcost + Ccost
All-Reject - False
else NFailure * NFøilure f 1 /* solution rejected */

end repeat
if (All-Reject) then

Fail-Temp * Fail-Temp *I
else Fail-Temp - 0

TemP+T*6
end repeat

OAlloc * The last accepted feasible allocation
end algorith¡rr SimAnnOpt

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(e)

(1 0)
(i1)
(12)
( 13)

(14)

( 15)
( i6)
(17)
(18)
( 1e)

(20)

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

(25)

Figure 4.2: simulated Annealing Algorithm for optimal Allocation
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4.4 fmplementationfssues

This section presents a brief discussion on the issues involved in the implementation of
the Algorithm 4.2.

One of the input to the algorithm is an initial allocation which could be treated

as the starting solution to the annealing process. Solution generated by Algorithm 3.1

described in Chapter 3 is employed for this purpose. Further, a time effcient procedure

is required to generate new feasible allocations (preferably diferent allocation at each

invocation) from the starting solution. The new feasible allocations are obtained from

the previous allocation by either moving some fragments from one site to another or by

exchanging fragments between sites subject to site storage constraints. A procedure is

employed that generates "random moves" to obtain a ne\M feasibie allocation. A ,,random

move" either rnoues a randomly chosen fragment from its current site to another randomly

selected site or interchanges it with a fragment at another site subject to the storage

constraints at the respective sites. Mouing a fragment is tried first and interchange of
fragment pair between two sites is done only when no fragment move to any site is
feasible due to the storage constraints at every site. To keep the implementation simple,

random moves are restricted to only 'single fragment move's and 'single pair interchange's.

The implementation could be generalized to perform rnoues and interchanges involving

multiple fragments aþa time.

Instead of rearranginf the fragments between the sites physically, a 1og of the

changes in fragment distribution is created for every feasible allocation generated by

random rnoues. This makes the "undo" operation, required to get back the last accepted

allocation when a solution is rejected, simple and minimizes overhead. Further, the cor-

responding change in the cost function is evaluated from the log instead of computing the

cost of allocation due to every fragment.

A pseudo random number generator is employed to produce the sequence of ran¿om

numbers in the real domain (0.0, 1.0). These are used to compare rvith the value of the
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acceptance function for solution acceptance at all temperature.



Chapter 5

Analysis of Allocation Algorithms

This chapter summarizes the results obtained by applying the aliocation algorithms de-

scribed in Chapter 3 and 4 and presents a comparative analysis of the performances of the

algorithms based on the results. Section 5.1 describes the mechanism and assumptions

used to generate the set of test data for a DOBS prototype. This data set is employed

to verify the efficiency and performance of the proposed allocation schemes. Section 5.2

describes the validation schemes for the test data set to ensure its integrity and con-

sistency with the conditions and constraints of the proposed DOBS model. Section 5.3

describes the implementation environment and the test plan for the allocation algorithms

and Section 5.4 presàîts the test results and analyses the performance of the optimiza-

tion algorithms. The impolant insights obtained from the analysis of the results that
can be usefully appìied for a DOBS allocation are summa¡ized in Section 5.b. This chap-

ter concludes with a brief discussion on the complexity and runtime of the allocation

algorithms.
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CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS OF ALLOCATI)N ALG)RITHIITS

S.L Generation of Test Data

This section describes the mechanism used in this dissertation for generating test data sets

employed for analyzing the allocation algorithms to verify their efficiency and correctness.

Ideally, the values of the input parameters used in the algorithms presented in Chapter 3
and 4 are obtained either directly from system statistics (eg. network topology, local

storage capacity at every site, number of applications accessing the objectbase efc.),

or they are derived from static analysis based on compile time information about the

objectbase. However, in absence ofreal data, the set ofinput parameters required by the

algorithms are generated based on the following assumptions :

1. Fbagment size: Fragment sizes of all class fragments are assumed to be normally

distributed. The rationale is that fragments of very large or very small size are few

and there are approximately equal number of fragments of size smaller and larger

than the 'mean fragment size'. Therefore, a normal distribution fits as a ,close

guess'. Fragment sizes are therefore generated as a normal variate with mean of

5000 bytes and standard deviation of 500.

2. Local storage: Available storage at every site is assumed to be equal. Though

this may not represent the.distribution of local storages at the sites of a real ]ife

DOBS, this assumption makes the analysis tractable. Total available storage at all

sites is ensured to meet the feasibility criterion for DOBS allocation.

3' Interfragment Reference Count : In a typical distributed objectbase environ-

ment it is expected that there will be a smaJl number of fragments which will be

referenced extensively while a few will be rarely accessed.. Therefore, the distri-

bution of interfragment reference counts is modeled as an exponential distribution

with a reasonably high mean to obtain the desired "skewness" in the distribution.

The mean of the distribution is taken to be 20.
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Application Site Affinity: Generally speaking, applìcations in a distributed en-

vironment tend to be specific with respect to their "usuaJ" Iocation of execution.

In other words, any application is most frequently executed from a specific site or

group of sites and quite rarely from other sites of the network. Hence, site affinities

of the applications are modeled as exponential variates. The mean of the distri-

bution is taken as 4. It is assumed that there are 10 applications accessing the

DOBS.

Application Fragment Affinity: In a typical objectbase system, each application

exhibits "local-ity of reference" in accessing class fragments. Therefore, for each

application, there is a set of class fragments which is referenced quite frequently

compared to other fragments which a e accessed rarely. An exponential distribution

is considered to be the "best fit" in simulating the access behavior of the applications

on the class fragments. Mean of the distribution is assumed to be 6.

6. Network topology: The allocation algorithms presented are generic with respect

to network topology so they are applicable to a DOBS with any arbitrary network

topology. The network topology used in this dissertation to analyze the algorithms

is generated as a connected random graph with a given number of verticesl. A
connection probability of 0.4 is assumed for generating the random graph.

For every input paraãeter, the set of feasible values employed to test the algorithms, are

generated as stochasti. runlorn variable obeying certain distribution functions, based on

the above assumptions. Standard library functions provided in smpl [Mac8g] are used..

The granularity of the proposed DOBS allocation model considers each attribute

and method of a class individually to estimate the reference costs. However, for the

sake of testing the efficiency and correctness of the allocation algorithms, the collective

effect of all the attributes and/or methods of a class fragment is considered. Therefore,
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lEach vertex in the graph corresponds to a network site and each edge a network link.
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instead of generating test data for each attribute or method in a fragment, only a single

value is used as the reference count between any pair of fragments rvithout any loss of
generality. This makes the implementation and testing of the algorithms simple. It is to

be noted that no pertinent information about the elements (attributes and/or methods)

constituting the class fragment is lost because any reference to or from a class fragment

is the sum of all individual references to or from the attributes and methods contained

by the fragment.

5.2 Validation of Test Data

Before the allocation algorithms are applied to the set of input data, it is necessary to

validate the test data against a set of feasibility constraints to ensure that the algorithms

produce feasible allocation in DOBS. The conditions that must hold for the input data

to be valid input to the proposed allocation schemes are :

Every fragment size is a nonzero positive integer denoting the number of bytes the

fragment contains.

Storage capacity at every site is a nonnegative integer denoting the number ofbytes

it can hold.

The total availible storage at all sites must be large enough to contain all the class

fragments without splifting (considering unused storage due to storage fragmenta-

tion across the network).

o The storage of at least one site must be able to contain the largest class fragment.

o Bach element in the Interfragment Reference Matrix (IFR) is a nonnegative integer.

o Elements of the matrices capturing information about netrvork topology, application

site affinity, and appìication fragment affnity contain feasible (nonnegative integers)

values.
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5.3 rmplementation of The Allocation Algorithms

The problem of DOBS allocation involves a large number of parameters, each having its
own infl.uence in the final solution obtained by applying either of the two approaches.

This makes the analysis of the allocation algorithms a difficult and nontrivial task. Three

parameters are selected as design variables while other design parameters are kept un-

changed. The design variables selected for,the analysis of the algorithms are (1) number

of sites, (2) number of class fragments, and (3) percentage of available storage in excess

of the size of the global objectbase. The last of the three parameters does not appear

explicitly in the DOBS allocation model described in Section 1.3 but plays an important
role in the performance of the allocation algorithms. Allocation schemes based on both

the approaches are applied on the test data sets obtained by assigning different values to

these design variables. Since both the allocation algorithms are d.esigned to improve the

initial allocation by moving or exchanging fragments between sites, the success of each

of these move or exchange would depend on the amount of "free" storage space available

at every site. Generally speaking, it is expected that the more free space, the higher is
the percentage of the successful exchanges. Therefore, the capabilities of the allocation

algorithms to improve the cost of allocation depends on the successful fragment moves or

exchanges made which in turn depends on the amount of free space available at different

network sites.

The percentage improvement in cost achieved by the optimized aliocation over the

cost of the initial allocation is taken as the yardstick to measure the relative merits of
the two algorithms. The allocation algorithms are implemented in C and C** and are

tested on the sets of test data on SUN SPARCstations running SUNOS version 4.I.g.

The algorithm based on the graphical approach adopted by Kernighan and Lin [I(t70]
is implemented with the required modifrcations that are necessary to adapt the two-

way graph partitioning algorithm for the DOBS allocation problem as described in Sec-

tion 3.4.1.
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Both the algorithms are run on the sets of test data that are generated by varying

one of the three design variables at a time while the other parameters held constant. For a

given number of fragments and a given amount of excess global storage space, the number

of sites is varied to observe the behavior of the allocation algorithms. A pair of graphs,

one from the results produced by each of the allocation algorithms, is thus obtained by

plotting the reduction percentage in the allocation cost from that of the initial allocation

against the number of sites in the network. A set of such pair of graphs are obtained

by repeating the above observations for different number of class fragments constituting

the objectbase and for different amount of excess available storage. The results obtained

by the allocation algorithms for different sets of test data are presented in Tables 5.1 to

5.4. The corresponding graphs showing the comparative performance of the algorithms

are plotted in Figures 5.1 to 5.16.
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Table 5.1:-Perõntage improvement by optimization with 15% excess storage

85

No. oJ sítes

2

3

4

6

8

10

i5

20

13.03

9.77

0.74

2.36

0.00

3.38

L.57

2.38

7.98

8.26

9.28

13.89

72.97

11.68

7.38

6.42

LI.O7

8.65

4.64

3.31

0.29

1.96

0.96

1.15

7.58

6.75

14.30

13.54

10.50

11.61

7.82

5.98

8.25

7.87

4.64

2.38

0.06

3.20

7.27

1.09

5.79

6.53

8.30

14.84

12.83

13.61

8.62

5.52

6.90

6.25

3.51

2.88

0.00

2.28

1.10

0.67

4.31

5.06

6.91

13.70

10.31

12.1,3

7.52

5.13
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Table 5.2: Perc-eñtage improvement by optimization with 20% excess storage

86

2

3

4

6

8

10

15

20

13.11

t0.24

4.r5

4.r9

0.00

3.20

0.91

1.58

7.28

8.36

10.38

75.20

15.08

14.49

7.04

6.26

11.80

7.80

5.51

3.44

3.79

3.56

0.88

7.07

7.99

6.99

17.02

15.03

14.96

14.42

7.88

6.01

8.72

8.22

5.99

1.68

0.08

1.50

7.02

0.53

6.24

8.55

8.20

16.45

12.02

76.43

Q'9

5.44

7.04

6.08

4.20

7.97

11.09

1.98

7.27

0.70

4.85

6.7L

6.86

15.99

12.18

14.77

8.62

5.44
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Table 5.3: Percentãge cost improvements by optimization with 25% excess storage

87

No. of sites

2

3

4

6

8

10

15

20

11.34

11.40

6.77

3.55

0.00

2.72

1.79

1.I2

7.39

9.39

8.51

16.30

14.23

15.86

8.33

6.84

1I.47

8.10

5.00

4.24

5.98

2.99

0.00

1.32

8.36

7.80

27.36

74.65

27.79

t6.49

9.02

6.34

8.30

7.12

5.06

4.2L

0.00

L.07

1.11

0.50

5.976

10.15

8.r2

L7.01

13.08

17.67

i0.16

5.97

7.06

5.85

4.24

2.32

0.00

0.83

0.00

r.04

5.83

8.57

O..)C)

75.54

7.90

16.68

10.06

6.00
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Table 5.4: 
-Percdntage 

improvement by optimization with 40% excess storage

88

No. of si,tes

,
3

4

6

8

10

15

20

10.69

7.45

9.26

4.38

1.89

0.00

2.L7

1.8i

5.60

10.01

6.48

17.56

14.13

16.19

10.64

7.r3

L0.74

5.61

4.78

4.39

2.73

2.18

I.70

1.35

8.42

9.10

26.79

13.92

28.84

L6.74

11.09

7.55

8.14

7.96

6.68

3.43

2.98

1.81

1.65

L.76

8.05

18.27

4.16

18.91

16.22

17.09

11.13

6.73

8.17

5.85

5.92

1.69

2.0L

1.52

2.77

0.70

6.2L

16.39

ó.,),1

15.34

18.37

76.26

77.70

7.40
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5.4 Analysis of Results

Since simulated anneaìjng is a nondeterministic process, the result produced by the al-

location algorithm based on simulated annealing will be different for different executions

of the same set of input parameters. Therefore, the average of the results obtained from
100 executions with the same set of parameters is considered in the comparative analysis.

For a given number of class fragments and a given amount of storage in excess of the

size of the objectbase, the number of sites is varied and the performance of the allocation

algorithms are plotted as the percentage improvement in cost over the cost of the initial
starting solution. For example in Figure 5.1 in page g0, the allocation aJgorithms are run

with 100 fragments and 15% excess storage, while the number of network sites is set to
2,3, 4,6, 8, 10, 15 and 20. The observation is repeated with 200, 300 and 400 fragments

and the results are plotted in Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 respectively. The entire set of
observation is repeated for 20%,25% and 40% excess storages and the graphs presented

in Figures 5.5 to 5.16 are similarly obtained.

Despite the irregular nature of the graphs, the following common characteristics are

exhibited by all of them:

1. The algorithm based on the graphical approach produces best solution for a network

of two sites. The performance of the algorithm then sharply falls with the increase

in the number oînetwork sites. For example, in Table 5.1 in page 85, one can find

there is 13.03%itnproi"-unt achieved by the graphical approach for a network of 2

sites and onLy 2.38% when there are 20 sites in the network. The same observation

can also be made from the graph in Figure 5.1. This is expected because the

graphical approach is based on the two-way graph partitioning algorithm proposed

by Kernighan and Lin [KL70] that attempts to arrive at a solution that is as close

as possible to pairwise optimai. Therefore, the algorithm is best suited for finding

a near optimal distribution of fragments between two network sites. When the

two-way partitioning technique is applied iteratively on all site pa.irs, reaching a
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Figure 5.1: Comparative Performance of the Allocation Algorithms for l|%excess storage

and 100 fragments
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Figure 5.2: Comparative Performance of the Allocation Algorithms for l|%excess storage

and 200 fragments
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Performance of Allocation Algorithms for 1s7o excess storage
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near optimal solution becomes more unlikely due to the mutual dependencies of
pairwise optimaJity between the site pairs. Further, pairwise optimaljty does not

guarantee global optimality. Also, since the distances between the network sites are

not necessarily uniform, the local gain obtained in the process of arriving at pairwise

optimal allocation between different site pairs does not contribute the same weight

to the global gain. Therefore, as the number of network sites increases, it is less

likely for a pairwise optimal solution to become a globally optimal solution. Further,

as the number of network sites increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain

pairwise optimalìty since fragments at the common site of multiple site pairs would

cause mutual interference in achieving pairwise optimality.

2. On the contrary, since simulated annealing is based on stochastic principles, the

allocation algorithm based on simulated annealing is expected to perform better

when the solution space is reasonably large. Therefore, it is not surprising that the

simulated annealing algorithm outperforms its graphical counterpart by a signifr-

cant margin when the number of sites is greater than 4. Table 5.1 shows that the

improvements obtained by the simulated annealing method are between 6.42% (for
20 sites) and 13.89% (for 6 sites) when L00 fragments are distributed in a DOBS

with 15% excess storage. In comparison, the allocation algorithm based on graph-

ical approach, though gives higher improvements (13.03% for 2 sites and. g.T7%

for 3 sites) but manages to get only a marginal(0 - 3.38%) improvement for more

than 4 sites. The efficiency of the simulated annealing approach grows rapidly to
about I5 - 76Vo for number of sites between 6 and 15. However, as the number

of sites becomes greater than 15 there are too many nonlocal interfragment ref-

erences to optimize the cost of allocation to a reasonably small value. Therefore,

the performance of the simulated annealing process gradually decreases when the

number of network sites is greater than 15. This observation can be verifled from

the results reported in Tables 5.1 - 5.4. Similar results are reported in [WDIySg]
where simulated annealing technique is appìied to the load balancing problem in a
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partitioned hybrid distributed database system. However, for the load balancing

problem, the simulated anneaüng technique does not produce any feasible solu-

tion when the number of network sites grows larger than four because of excessive

number of remote procedure calls.

3. Both the algorithms exhibit some apparent inconsistent behavior for certain values

of the data set. For example, in Figure 5.1 in page g0, the performance of the

graphical algorithm dropped abrupily from 13.03% (for 2 sites) to 0.74% (for 4
sites) and again to 0% (for 8 sites) with 100 fragments in the objectbase (Table 5.1).

Similar irregularities are also found in the performance of the simulated annealing

aigorithm. For example, in Figures 5.2, 5.8, and 5.4 in pages g1-g3, a sudden drop

in the performance of the simulated annealing algorithm occrlts for a network of

8 sites. A closer look at the solution procedure provides the following insights to

these anomalies:

Since the initial allocation distributes the ciass fragments based on a "best fit"
strategy2, the fragments are not uniformly distributed among the sites. While some

sites are "tightly" packed with fragments,leaving very little free storage space, other

sites are sparsely populated and contain large amounts of available storage. Since

both the allocation algorithms attempt to improve the initial allocation by moving

and/or exchanging fragments between the sites, the efficiency of either of these

algorithms would depend on how many of the attempted rnoues and/or erchanges

between the site pairs are successfully performed by the algorithms. Further, the

success of such rnoues and exchanges depends on the amount of free storage space

available at the sites and the ¡elative sizes of the fragments involved in the move

and/or exchange. It is found that for certa.in specific instances of the input data,

the distribution of available storage space at the network sites after initial allocation

is so "skerved" that a large number of move and/or swap attempts of the fragments
2The best-fit strategy is chosen to minimize the waste of global storage space due to storage fragmen-

tation across the sites.
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between the sites are not successful due to the ümited storage space at either or

both the sites involved in the process. As a result, the performance of either or

both the algorithms drops rather abruptly, as found in the graphs in Figures 5.1

to 5.16. For example, the amount of available storage space at the 8 sites with 100

fragments and 75Vo excess storage (Figure 5.1) after the initial allocation is found

to be 4, 1648, 0, 1817, 16, 2246,375rL and 8762J bytes. Since we have considered

fragment sizes of a mean 5000 byteq and of standard deviation of 500 bytes, and

they are normally distributed, the most likeiy (95% confidence interval) range for

fragment sizes is between 4000 and 6000 bytes. This leaves only two of the eight

sites with the potential to participate in any fragment move from any other site.

Also, sites with available free space of 0, 4 and 16 bytes will only allow exchanges of

fragments of very small size differences, which does not occur in our test data very

often as the distribution of fragment sizes has a standa¡d'deviation of 500 bytes.

Similar situations occur whenever the distribution of available free storage distribu-

tion at the sites is heavily skewed as observed in Figures 5.1- 5.16. Strangely enough

the occurrence of such poor performances by the allocation algorithms are found

to appear with some periodicity. A close observation of the Tables 5.1- 5.4 and the

Figures 5.1- 5.16 reveals that, for I sites with 100 or 300 fragments and for 8 or15

sites with 200 or 400 fragments the allocation algorithms produce poor solutions

for any amount-ôf excess storage. Following explanations help to understand these

results: The test dataf,eneration process determines available storage at every site

by equally dividing the size of the global objectbase after adding the excess storage

required for a feasible allocation to it. Therefore, the amount of availabie storage

at each site would be proportional to the ratio of the number of fragments and

the number of network sites. Further, the starting solution generated by the initial
a^llocation algorithm would depend on the amount of available storage at each site.

Therefore, it is not unreasonable to expect that for the sets of test data with num-

ber of fragments and number of sites in the same (or nearly same) proportion, the
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"best-fit" allocation strategy used by the initial allocation algorithm rvould result in

an allocation that leaves nearly the same kind of distribution of free storage at the

network sites. Hence, the distribution of free storage space at the sites after initial
allocation for all of the above mentioned cases would be similar to that obtained

for 8 sites and 100 fragments with 15% excess storage.

However, note that the distribution of available storage space at individual sites

after initial allocation would affect the graphical algorithm and the simulated an-

nealing algorithm differently. Since the algorithm based on the graphical approach

attempts to improve upon the initial allocation by considering one pair at a time,

the different fragment moves/swaps tried by the algorithm is limited compared to

the number of fragment move and swaps tried by the simulated annealing algorithm

which always a,ims at global optimality. Therefore, when the initial allocation leaves

the network with a "skewed" distribution of local available storages, the simulated

annealing can still manage to make more fragment moves and swaps compared to

its graphical counterpart. This explains why the inconsistent results obtained from

the simulated annealing algorithm are better than the corresponding inconsistent

results obtained by the graphical algorithm. However, there is one instance (Fig-

ure 5.8, no. of sites=8 in page i01) in our set of test results, where the observed

result is extremely uncharacteristic. Validating this claim wouid require a detailed

trace which is î-ery difrcult, if not impossible, because the random sequence can

only be regenerated ifThe seed could be reproduced consistentry.

Finally, due to complex relationships between the parameters themselves, it is not

trivial to predict in advance if a particular set of input parameter values would lead

to an inconsistent ¡esult. Hence, such results cannot be avoided so we need to draw

conclusions based on anticipated results because the process is inherently rand.om.

Further, the test data values are generated by drawing random samples from stan-

dard statistical distributions (eg. fragment sizes are generated. as a normal variate,

interfragment references are generated as an exponential variate, eúc.). Therefore,
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Figure 5.5: Comparative Performance of the Allocation Algorithms for 20% excess storage

and 100 fragments

the set of input data rñed for analysis would not be identical in every execution of
the algorithms. This uncontrolled variation of the input data makes the analysis of
the observed results more difficult.

5.5 Insights for The Design of DOBS Allocation

This section summarizes the important observations from the test results and the expec-

tations derived from them which can act as a guideline for the design of DOBS allocation.
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1. It is observed that for networks of ferver sites (number of sites less than 4), the

graphical approach is more capable of producing neil optimal solution. Simulated

Annealing produces better result for DOBS aJlocation where the number of network

sites is between 6 and 15.

2. The performance of either of the optimization algorithms depend significantly on

the starting allocation obtained by the initial allocation algorithm but the effect of

the optimization strategies is consistent.

3. For values of design parameters the initial

may not be "nice" enough to be handled by

algorithms presented in this dissertation.

nice" results are not surprising. But that

scheme.

allocation produced by any algorithm

either of the two heuristic optimization

TlLerefore, unpredictable and "not so

is the inherent nature of any heuristic

4. The analysis indicates that the conventional benchmark algorithms (eg. the K-L

Algorithm) for allocation problems are not effcient and reliable for the DOBS al-

location. On the other hand, the simulated annealing algorithm can be applied

effectiveiy for allocation design in DOBSs where the number of network sites is

between 4 and 15. The majority of the reai life DOBS rvili fall into this category

and so for all practical purposes, the simulated annea[ng approach may be a pre-

ferred upptou.ñ àompared to conventional bench mark methods (eg. the graphical

approach) for DOBS llocation design.

5. Another important observation is the relative magnitude of the mean interfragment

affinity, measured by interfragment references, and the mean site affinity plays an

important role in making placement decisions for the fragments. If the site afrnity

is high compared to interfragment affinity, it plays the dominating role in deciding

the placement location and vice versa. The test data sets employed for analysis in

this dissertation, have the interfragment references higher than the site affinities.
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Therefore, the placement decisions are primarily dominated by the interfragment

reference costs.

5.6 Runtime and Complexity Analysis

Since we are addressing a static allocation problem in this dissertation time is not a
critical issue. However, any allocation scheme is beneflcial only if the improvement in

performance achieved by the optimal allocation outweigh the overhead involved in ex-

ecuting the allocation algorithms on the objectbase. Therefore, a brief analysis on the

time complexity of the proposed allocation algorithms is necessary for the sake of com-

pleteness. The worst-case time complexities are evaluated fo¡ the allocation algorithms

to demonstrate their efficiency and applicabil-ity in real life DOBS allocation.

Assume y'y'¡ represents the number of class fragments to be allocated and 1{" the

number of sites in the network of diameter D. Further, 1et the number of application

executing at different sites of the network be trí,.

The initial aJlocation Algorithm 3.1 involves the following steps:

sorting of the .lf¡ class fragments (l-ine 1) is a o(N¡logil¡) operation.

Sorting of the list of /{" sites (line 2) is a O(l/"/ogN") operation.

Considering the worstãse, each fragment is tried at every site which is a O(/f¡lf")
operation.

Therefore, the overall time complexity of the algorithm can be rvritten as O(N ¡(logN ¡t
N')+NJogl["). Since 1{"r ) I[", we can approximate the time complexity as O(N¡(logN¡+
//")). This analysis does not consider the steps involving constant number of operations

as they would add a constant term to the expression for complexity.

1.

2.

Ð.
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For the heuristic optimization method based on graphical approach presented as

Algorithms 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, the worst-case time complexity can be estimated. as

follows:

In Algorithm 3.2 computation of site affinities for all sites (Figure 3.2 ljnes 10-i1)

is a O(,nf"/f") procedure since entries for aII applications are to be checked for each site in

theASAmatrix. Computationof theDvaluesof allthefragmentsinapairof sites(line

14) is "O(#) proced.ure, assuming there are ff no-b", of fragments, on an average,

at every site after initial allocation. This is because for every fragment in one site, all

other fragments in the other site of the pair of sites must be considered.

Step(3) (Figure 3.2 lines 1.8 - 24) is repeated at most ft ti*.. and D ualues are

eva.luated every time Step(3) is executed.. Hence, execution of Step(3) involves O(#)
operations. Further, Step(2) (Figure 3.2 lines 13-29) includes Step(3) and Step(4). Ar-

suming the convergence is reached in finite number of iterations, the total number of

operations performed by Step(2) is O(ff), where fr is the constant denoting number of
iterations required to reach local opti,mality.

Therefore, the total number of steps performed by the Algorithm 3.2 that checks

for pairwise optimalitv is O(¡f"¡{, * ¡#"+),ignoring steps involving constant number of

operations. On simplification, the complexity of the algorithm 3.2 can be expressed. as

O(N"N"+ #),ignoring the consrant multiplier.

The Algorithm 3.5 exedutes the Algorithm 3.2 for each pair of sites (Figure 8.5 lines

8-9) until global optimality is reached. This means the Algorithm 3.2 is invoked O(pN"2)

times, where p is a constant denoting the number of times the loop for global optirnality is

executed3. Therefore, the overall complexity of the Algorithm 3.5 can be approximated

as O(N"2 * (¡f"¡f" + #)), which on simpliflcation, gives O(/f".,nr, + ff).
Since, 1Í¡ ) /{", the second term is the dominating term in the above expression

and therefore, the complexity of the heuristic graphical algorithm can be expressed as

3It is assumed ,0., .**[*" * *hed in flnite number of iterations.

t12
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o(#)

Since the algorithm 4.2 is based on stochastic principles, any closed form expression

fo¡ its time complexity cannot be derived. However, an application of the algorithm on

the set of test cases ensures its convergence in a reasonable time even for large data sets

lGS86l, IHASGe4].
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1- Summary and Contributions

In this dissertation, a comprehensive study of issues in the distribution design of a DOBS

is undertaken. The objective of this dissertation is focused on the design and analysis of
allocation techniques in distributed objectbase systems. The problem of allocation has

not been satisfactorily solved for distributed flle systems and for distrjbuted relational

database systems. Due to additional complexities of the object mod.el, the reported results

and analysis of the allocation schemes for DFS and DDBS are not applicable to the DOBS

allocation problem. This dissertation contributes by making the pioneering attempt to
design a solution to the allocátion problem in DOBSs. The significant contributions mad.e

by this research work are summarized below.

First, this dissertation makes an important contributions to the database technology

in general by presenting an analysis of allocation models designed for DFS and DDBS

and classifying them based on an allocation taxonomy. The ailocation taxonomy captures

the principal characteristics of a general allocation model and therefore, can be used to

analyze any other allocation models developed.

Secondly, the allocation taxonomy provides the basis for analyzing an allocation

174
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model for DOBS and identifies

with respect to its assumptions

allocation models.
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the primary characteristics of a DOBS allocation model

and constraints that distinguishes it from other DOBS

An important contribution of this thesis is the formulation of a nonredundant cost

model for DOBS allocation by parameterizing the input information required by the

allocation scheme and deriving formal mathematical relationships between them. The

model also captures the object oriented lfeatures of encapsulation and inheritance to

formally express the impact of the input parameters on the allocation decisions. Based

on the model, an algorithm for an initial allocation, and two optimization algorithms are

designed for DOBS.

The graphical optimization technique, based on the work on graph partitioning by

Kernighan and Lin [KL70], treats the class fragments and their cross references as the

nodes and edges between them respectively. The algorithm attempts to arrive at a "near

optimal" distribution of fragments by exchanging and/or moving fragments between every

pair of sites.

The simulated annealing technique is used for the second optimization approach.

The cost function that represents the total cost of all references to every fragment by other

fragments and applications is used as the objective function for the anneaüng process.

The algorithmiláre implemented and are tested with carefully generated test data

to obtain a comparative afalysis of the performances of both of them. The design,

implementation and analysis of the allocation algorithms form the most significant con-

tribution of this thesis. A number of significant insights are derived from the analysis

of the results obtained from the two aigorithms that can be usefully applied to any real

life DOBS allocation design. The applicability of the allocation algorithms for the DOBS

model of interest may be verified by a cost benefit analysis based on their efrciency.

The optimization of the initial allocation is meaningful only if the improvement obtained

by optimization justifies the additional overhead. If significant improvement is not ob-
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tainable by optimization then an efficient initial allocation

purpose.
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scheme alone may serve the

6.2 F\rture Research Directions

This Section outlines the future research directions on the allocation problem in dis-

tributed objectbase system (DOBS) as an extension of the research work presented in

this dissertation. DOBS design is a complex task that involves a large number of param-

eters and constraints. In this thesis, a simpl-ified model is used to keep the complexity

of the problem manageable. The simplicity of the model helped in understanding the

nature and characteristics of the problem and made the analysis possible. The working

allocation model described in Chapter 3 needs to be generalized so that the solutions ob-

tained are applicable to real-üfe DOBS. Therefore, additional constraints and conditions

need to be considered and the constraints and conditions captured in the model need to
be reviewed to extend the scope and applicability of the research results. However, an

a,liocation algorithm for the distribution of class fragments that considers all issues and

constraints and provides a complete solution is beyond the scope of this thesis and may

not even be possible [KNÀ{92]. In the following sections the issues of allocation problem

in DOBS need to be addressed are briefly presented.

6.2.L Extension of Stãtic Cost Model

In this section some of the possible directions for extending the static cost modei for

DOBS and the algorithms designed for it are enumerated.

The central issue of the DOBS cost model presented in Section 3.1 is the cost

function which is used as the objective measure for minimization. Only communication

costs due to nonlocal references to the fragments are taken into consideration in forming

the cost function for the proposed model. This is d.one because communication cost
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dominates other cost factors due to concurrency control, IIO etc. These cost factors

must also be taken into account in order to make the model complete and accurate.

Therefore, the cost function need to be modified to a more generalized cost function that

includes other cost factors as well.

6.2.2 static Performance Model and static Load Balancing

The primary objective of DOBS design is to achieve enhanced performance. Therefore,

performance issues must be captured in the objective function of allocation model. Keep-

ing the cost associated with an allocation in mind, a performance model for DOBS and

algorithms to support it must be developed.

An application is a set of method invocations on class objects and the overall per-

formance of DOBS will depend on how efficiently each of the methods are executed.

The efficiency is measured against some performance mêtric. Usually overall through-

put and/or response time is chosen as the metric. A common factor that influence both

throughput and response time is delay. For every method execution, the factors that

contribute to the overall delay include network delay, processing delay and I/O delay.

Due to the complex execution hierarchy of the methods, performance analysis in

DOBS is a nontrivial task. Moreover, applications may have different performance re-

quirements. To meel different requirements of the applications, different sets of con-

straints for each type of apflications must be defined (thus the application may be re-

quired to be classified based on their processing requirements and performance criteria).

One of the underlying assumptions of the model presented in this dissertation is

that the sites have suffcient processing power to handle processing loads of arbitrary size.

Unfortunately, this is not rea[stic. Processing capacities available at individual site are

limited and to guarantee acceptable performance we must ensure that the distribution of

objects do not overload any particular processor while some other processor is sitting idle.

A load balancing strategy for DOBS design that distributes the processing demand uni-

L17
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formly across the sites of the distributed network to reduce queuing delay which thereby

improves performance is needed. The distribution scheme must ensure that the total
processing power required for a particular site considering all active objects at that site

should not exceed the available processing power of all the processors located at that site.

6.2.3 Allocation Model for Partially Replicated objectbase

The DOBS allocation model presented in this dissertation assumes that there is only

one copy of each class fragment in the objectbase. Replication of some of the fragments

may be necessary to increase reliability, data availability and system throughput, and. to

ensure acceptable response time. Obviously, any practical objectbase system design allows

a certain degree of redundancy to meet the performance requirement. While additional

copies of fragments improves data availability and reliability additional storage cost and

cost of updates, concurrency control and maintaining integrity must be considered. Thus

a trade-off is necessary in determining the optimal number of fragment copies and their

locations' This becomes an additional decision problem in the DOBS allocation model

that supports partial replication.

6.2.4 Dynamic Environment and Dynamic Allocation

The allocation schernã for DOBS presented in this disse¡tation is designed for a static

environment where objects I *"il as applications are stationary. In a dynamic environ-

ment, this initial static allocation may not continue to be the best possible distribution

due to changing object access pattern. Objects will migrate from one site to another,

replicas of existing objects will be created, new objects will be created, and some old

ones will be deleted or updated. Therefore, as time progresses the objectbase is expected

to undergo continuous change. There may be change in underlying network too. Fur-

ther, there may be changes in location and access pattern of applications over time. The

allocation scheme must adapt to these changes to ensure the best possible distribution
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of the object fragments at every configuration of the distributed system. With multiple

copies of the object fragments moving around the network, an application may refer to

different copies of it in multiple accesses to that fragment. The allocation scheme should

dynamically decide the placement locations for the object fragments. By extending the

static model to capture these dynamic characteristics in the dynamic ailocation model

for DOBS a more realistic allocation scheme rvill emerge.

Further, due to constant change in distribution of class fragments and. class objects,

the processing load on any particular site of the DOBS will undergo constant change. A

dynamic load balancing scheme is needed to adjust the load distribution as the distribu-

tion of class fragments and class objects changes.

The allocation taxonomy presented in Chapter 1 needs to be reviewed with respect

to the dynamic environment. Although the issues that characterize an allocation model

are the same as in static model, the way they impact the design of an optimal allocation

scheme in a dynamic environment will be signifrcantly different from that in the static

model.
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